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wire

TIA JUANA FALLS

BATTLE OF THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION

INSURRECTOS

leased

telegraph service

G

INVADE

CITY

BEFORE REBEL

CITY EDITION

DIAZ HINTS AT NEUTRALITY IS
OVERTHROW

-- ATTACK

OF

MADERO

BEFORE THE

GEN. WOOD

HOUSE

FEDERALS IN COMMAND OF GAR MEXICAN GOVERNMENT BELIEVES CHIEF OF STAFF WIRES INSTRUC 8ENATE LEADER
RISON WERE SURPRISED AS
HE HAS LOST CONFIDENCE
TIONS TO COLONEL STOVER
.
Washington, May 9. Senator
THEY SLEPT
of New Hampshire wa unaniOF REBELS
AT EL PASO
mously nominated as president pro
tempore ofthe senate at yesterday's
FIGHT SHORT BUT SAVAGE ONLY PARTIALLY INFORMED PEOPLE MUST BE CAREFUL
republican caucus. Twenty of the fifty
senators were absent, Including nlno
The four progressives ANNIHILATION OF GOVERNMENT DISPATCHES FROM MEXICO CITY URGES NECESSITY OF AMERICANS
progressives!.
In attendance Borah, Brown, Dlzon
TROOPS RESULTED
FROM
SHOW DETAILS ARE NOT
KEEPING OUT OF ZONE
and Kenyon voted for Mr. Galllnger.
THE
ENGAGEMENT
YET
OF FIRE
KNOWN
It Is expected the caucus choice will
be ratified by the senate late today.
The aBsence of so many progressives TOWN PARTIALLY BURNED COMPLICATIONSARE EXPECTED MEXICO CITY IS UNINFORMED
caused speculation.
Some of them
have announced that under no cirMB ASSY
AT WASHINGTON
IScumstances' will they vote for Mr. VICTORIOUS BRIGANDS SET FIRE KILLING OF AMERICANS ON NEU
BUILDINGS
CATHOAND
TO
SUES
TRAL
MAY
SOIL
Galllnger.
STATEMENT REGARDCAUSE
GALLINGER

AND DESPERATE FIGHTING

RAGES THROUGHOUT

DAY

Rebels Soon Secure Possession of
Many Points of Vantage and
'
Hold All of These

t

LIC

SENATOR

CAPTURE

SEEMS INEVITABLE

Late This Afternoon a Handful of Federals
Were Making Last Stand in Church
Heavy Casualties
May 9. The battle battle for fear of hitting their own
bloodiest of the men, who were scattered in all parts
the
of Juarez,
- revolution,
began with a ofr the city. Up to this time none of
Mexican
Vhe rebel officers had been killed or
general attack b' .tne insurrectos at wpimded.
4:30 o'clock this moral", following
A terrlfis explosion near the church
a night of desultory firing. .1 he in- at the head of Commercio SITU
surrectos maneuvered like veterans shortly after noon was believed to
and almost before the federal garrl have been a federal mine, though it
son in .Juarez really what wes tak- - is more than likely it was a dynamitebomb which the insurrectos were usVa place, had invaded the
in an effort to dislodge the fed- jlng
to General M3ero,
According
'
assumed
active
charge of his
.
.
i.
f
linn ..aa fit it ' Early this afternoon jiil Associated
Press corresjondent
returned from
consent
to a genheight, he gave his
of Juarez and reported that
heart
the
eral attack. He declared the federals the rebels were rapidly gaining pos
nr.fct opened Are and hta mea, who session of the
city. The federals at
revolted
"were reported, & having
hour were still keeping up a vigthis
against him, had pursued the feder- orous fire from the church but from
als of their own accord and could not no other point. According to the coro
relinquish their position. General
the insurrectos. feeemed
to respondent,
said he made an effort
to be withholding their fire and closarrange an armistice late last night, ing in' on the federal stronghold.
but failed because of the progress the
Colonel Garibaldi gave orders at
had already made. All the 1:30 to the insurrectos
. attack
under his
leaders he said had been acting sole- command to
bring up the field artilly on his orders.
lery and place it in position, prepara"
It is certain General Navarro would tory to shelling the church. Colonel
have consented to an armistice if the Garibaldi at this hour stated that of
rebels had evacuated Juarez, but the the Americans in his command
orly
rebel chieftain had by that time given
one, a man named Kelly, had been
orders for a general attack, principal- killed, but that
Captain Lindafelt.his
ly to reinforce two hundred brave chief officer, was unhurt. A. Anderson
Insurrectos who had forced their way and W.
Boughman of the American
Into Juarez despite federal mines,
command
legion In the Garibaldi
trenches and barricades.
were wounded. Many wounded, but
Bullets poured into El Paso all no dead were
lying in the' streets, the
night long and this morning when correspondent said.
the fighting became general, a veritin the
The federals
gathered
able hail of lead swept that portion church and
a big gas tank,
alongside
of the American city exposed to the
apparently to make a last stand. Telefire. American cavalrymen patrolled
graph and telephone wires were cut
the north bank of the Rio Grinde and fell across the streets. Mexicans
do.
in
and were constantly under fire
were in the front line of the insurrec-tIng so, but not a trooper flincheil, the
ranks, followed closely by the
men displaying remarkable bravery. American
legion.
All sightseers were kept three blocks
At 2 o'clock it was reported flteen
from the river.
Americans 'had been killed and that
The fighting at close quarters was the insurrecto loss at this hour was
terrific and skirmishes at short In the neighborhood of 150 killed and
range were numerous, both rebels wounded. The federal loss was esfederals showing individua' timated at more than double this.
and
bravery.
About 2:30 the rebels reported the
At 11:30 o'clock 500 insurrectos arrival of Colonel Vlllereal and Capwho had gotten inside the city, dash- tain
Cassidy from Ojinaga with reed up Commercio street, the main inforcements and two field
pieces. At
thoroughfare. At this juncture a part this stage of the battle, rebel success
of the federal garrison retreated to
appeared dependent upon the ability
the hilly section of Juarez due south of the federals to use their-1machine
from the river front, where they put
guns.
up a stubborn resistance.
The church where the federals have
Dr. Vasquez Gomez, who was left taken
refuge is being bombarded
field
In charge of General Madero's
and is plainly showing the
constantly
headquarters, announced at noon that effects of the rebel musketry.
the revolutionists would take Juarez
Relatively little change In the posiwithin three hours. He stated at that tion
of the two armies was apparent
hour he had received assurances fror at 2:45
o'clock, Sharp firing, however,
'"
the front that th insurrectos occu- continues.
pied most of the points of vantage
Colonel Steever of the Fourth Unitin the town.
ed States Cavalry, announced this
At 1 o'clock, couriers returning afternoon that he would
permit the
from Juarez to the Madero field headof wounded from Juatransportation
quarters, reported the Insurrectos had rez across the bridges to American
captured the big cuartel, while the soil, provided the Mexican consul
federals still held the big 'church and
,
here consented.
the small cuartel. Some of the federals at that hour were reported to be
TRAIN DITCHED
PASSENGER
retreating In the direction of th?
race track on ,the outskirts of the
Elmira, N. Y., May 9. The Lehigh
city. The federals In the church were Valley train from Ithaca to Elmira
near
was ditched late yesterday
keeping up an incessant fire.
The rebels were forced to abandon Horseheads. Twenty passengers were
'
firing their field pieces early In the hurt.
;V
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JUAREZ IS SCENE OF THE BLOODIEST
-

PRE68

jf

THB DAILY MAXIM

ING TRANQUILITY

COMMITTEE

ON

SUBMITS

TERRITORIES
REPORT OF SUB- -

COMMITTEE

RECOMMENDS ITS

APPROVAL

HOWEVER,
TERRITORIES MUST
VOTE ON REVISION OF CON-

STITUTIONS
ACTION LATER IN THE WEEK
IT IS

CONCEDED THAT LOWER
BODY WILL ADOPT JOINT
RESOLUTION

BORAH WINS
May 9. After dispos

San
Diego, Calif., May 9. Tia
Mexico City, May 9. The govern
wasnington. May 9. The cabinet
Washington, May 9. Statehood for
Juana, Lower California, was captured ment Is being kept advised of the devoted most of its time to the Mexi New Mexico and Arizona held
the at
can situation today. News
the sitr tention of the
by the inBurectos at 5 o'clock this progress of affairs on the border by
jf
house
today.
Reports
the Mexican consul at El Paso, but uatlon at Juarez was admitted to be
morning, after a short but savage
the public, lacking details of the alarming but the president and the were received from the
fight. Many were killed and wounded
events of yesterday and last night at cabinet still hope for developments tee on the resolutions of inquiry, and
on both sides. United States troops
committee on territories, which
Juarez, is in the dark. President Diaz which will bring about peace.
ln the day- - approved the
That the American commanders on met
refuse to allow anyone to cross the and his cabinet this morning awaitsubcommittee
reports, recommending
the
border
had become restless and
line. The rebels set fire to a number ed the result of a conference bestatehood for both territories, after
were
nt
and
apprehensive
deirmi
a
between
General
of
representative
of buildings in the town, the Catholic
Navarro, commanding the federal taking more radical steps to prevent tnejr Bnau Bave voted ou certain cnchurch being among those burned.
stitutional
amendments.
Arizona
is
the
of
on
Americans
own
killing
and
a
their
representaThe attack was a complete surprise troops at Juarez,
soil, was indicated today by their ap-- asked t0 resubmit the recall provision
to the federal forces. Confident that tive of General Maderp.
an
nlications
voting on
for modified nrd
Ri,t all ot its constitution,
to
is
'unable grasp
The government
ACTIVITY IN WOOL
the flanking party of forty men sent
such requests have brought renewed amendment which eliminates the ju- opthe
exact
between
situation
the
out of Tia Juana last nfght had forced
instructions to preserve strict neutral- - diclary. New Mexico is asked to vote
the rebels to retire, no guards were posing commanders but at the foreign
lty; to keep the United States sol- - on an amendment making its constlthe
administrawas
office
said
that
it
CONFINED TO WEST posted and the town was asleep when
more
tution
The
amendable.
nut
nnH
nt
Movtn
easily
dim
tn
oniiin.
The tion was still disposed to listen to to move
the assault came at daylight
United Statea civilians to J,nt resolution reported by Chairman
reasonable representations from Mawas
ail
ambushed
and
flanking party
Flood of the committee on territories,
dero. Official dispatches , state that nlaces of afetv
OF but one or two killed or wounded. In
NEW CLIP BEING DISPOSED
called P latr ln tte week- "Use your best efforts to enforce
was precipitated
fighting
last
night's
this engagement Sam Wood, elected
THERE, BUT EASTERN SALES
the
actfired
and
who
laws
on
of three rebels,
the
neutrality
urge
bv the rebels to succeed Jack Mosbv by the
. - w - people pf El Paso the necessity
ARE LIGHT
of
" i
"J V t
iV
A TRIPLE TRAGEDY
i 111
'
AA
Command, was killed.
as possible out of
tf.A vnw
nnniioltlofl sin" iA AmArl.
keeping
auuo
uin,
Milwaukee, Wis., May 9. Emma
An Irregular volley at close range
; Itoaton, May
can side resulted from the rebel fire. the zone of fire."
li wool sell awakened
and Mabel Gilmore were shot
Nelson
town
of
the
. the Ju?enders
These instructions ware today sent
west, Whew the new dtp
Tbe inurbordinatlon of Madero's
ing
and Instantly killed and Joseph lin
is 'being disposed of, but holders in this morning too late for them to gain men has created distrust In the ef- by General Leonard Wood, chief of
was seriously wounded at a reand resiBt the rush of
the east are finding difficulty In clear the trenches,
of a peace pact should such re- staff of the United States army, to ger
'
en ficacy
sort
here early today by Charles
federals
the
Part
rebels.
of
the
Steever, commanding the
sult from the possible resumption of Colonel
ing their bins of old stock.
a stationary engineer, of Ra
wooden
Yance,
American
office
at
Paso.
El
Some fine and fine medium terri- tered the Catholic church, a
At
the
troops
foreign
negotiations.
A
then killed himself.
who
adobe
the
entered
cine,
Others
building.
tory has changed hands at 45 to 48
it Is still regarded as probable that A statement Issued today by the
between Unger and Yanie
fled only to
rest
The
customs
house.
quarrel
Mexican
In
the
declares
tran
that
will
Madero's
counsel
embassy
cents and .there is some inquiry for
prevail
down as they ran. The Cath- end that further conferences will be quility continues in the city of Mexico over the Nelson girl caused the shootOhio fleeces with
.blood be shot
,
olic church was set bri fire' after it held.
and that great surprise is expressed ing.
selling at 23 to 23 cents.
had been riddled with bullets. Those
at
rumors
to
the
there
' News
The
contrary.
believed
that
develop
is
It
todays
from the growers indicates
an active bidding for the new clip and who sought to escape by dashing ments will show Madero has lost the statement in part Bays:
B. R. T. CONVENTION
"All the ports, all the cities, all the
14 cents is said to be the ruling price through the flames were shot as they confidence of his army through his
Harrisburg, Pa., May 9. The first
are
failure to support the unauthorized important towns and centers
in Wyoming, Utah and Nevada for emerged from the burning building.
of the tenth convention of
session
The American Red Cross has asked attack on Juarez yesterday. There is under the control of the government.
good, average stock. The scoured coat
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainto
town
Into
for
the
some
go
The
rebels
have only secured
permission
a growing belief that the rebel leader
here is estimated at 47 to 49 cen3.
men opened today. President W. G.
The Wyoming clip Js said to be and care for the wounded. Two is losing his head. 'Sympathizers with points of very secondary importance. Lee of Cleveland, delivered the opencaukilled
were
while
Americans
attempt- the revolution declare
that they In view of this fact it is well to
heavier than usual.
address to more than 700 deleTia Juana. Wheth- would not be surprised If he were tion the public against any alarm that ing
ing to escape-frogates
representing lodges in the Unit
of
er they were members
the rebel repudiated and another leader named, might be caused by misstatements
Canada and Mexico.
ed
States,
band or residents of ia Juana was though they confess that it would be which can only be attributed to malBETRAYING SECRETS
not known.
a hard task to find a suitable suc ice or Ignorance on the part of those
About fifteen or twenty federals cessor.
that furnish such wild reports.
OF THEJiRAND JURY from the adobe customs house made a New complications over the killing One Interesting bit of information BAIL DENIED IN
rush on horseback for freedom at 9 of Americans on the border are ex before the cabinet today was a statethe pected, though
o'olock. Half of them reached
Mr.
Wilson, the ment of the strength of the federal
SOME ONE ON INSIDE AT COLUM- school
M'NAMAItA CASE
house, a large wooden building American ambassador, had received and rebel forces in Mexico. The stateBUS TIPPING OFF THE
on the Mexican side of the line. They no Instructions on the subject from ment shows that there are 23,455 men
in the federal army and 23,425 men
were seen to drop from their horses his government up to this morning.
PROCEEDINGS
in the Insurrecto army. The statement JUDGE
one by one under the rebel fire. FirDISALLOWS
BORDWELL
was. compiled from official and unof"Peace Ig Signed."
Columbus, O., May 9. Some one on ing in the town ceased at 9:50 o'clock
TO FIX
APPLICATION
the inside of the grand jury room is and rebel cheers could be heard.
London, May 9. Lord Cawdray re ficial sources. According to official
AMOUNT
secrets
a message this morning from dispatches made public by the White
now
are
told
believed
is
ceived
It
there
that
the
betraying
grand jury
six
Americans
House
who
this
in its investigation of legislative cor- no federal soldiers, regular or volun- J. P. Body, director of his firm
afternoon,
Los Angeles, May 9. The applica
were killed in the fighting at El Paso
now Is in Mexico, saying:
ruption and strenuous efforts are be teers, in the vicinity of Tia Juana.
of John J. McNamara for the fixtion
two
of
these
of
instead
five,
killed,
"Peace signed,"
ing made by the prosecuting attor
of
to
Colonel
bail, upon the charge of dynaSteever
ing
Pear
of
according
being
is
locate
to
office
Lord
leak.
president
ney's
the
Cowdray
miting, was disallowed today by SuIt is supposed t,hat the men trying
son & Son, Limited, the British firm on foreign ground.
CHAS. DUFFY
perior Judge Bordwell, without pre
to halt further inquiry into legislative CAPT.
of contractors, which has extensive
judice and with leave to renew It at
interests in Mexico. The dispatch may
corruption, are being informed of
any time. The court asked for sug
RECALLEDBY MADERO refer to the negotiations that have DEMANDS PROTECTION
developments before the grand jury.
gestions as to the fixing of the hail
b"een going on between General
Proceedings in the investigation were
answered
and
ln
rebels
Attorney Harriman
OF
the
halted ready' to await the arrival of
commanding
INSURGENT
MEXICAN
LEADER Guerrera and Morelos,' and the federthat the defendant had the right to
four witnesses recently subpoenaed.
demand that the amount be named.
ORDERED HIM TO REPORT
als.
SENATOR STONE CHARACTERIZES
"The prosecution is indifferent as
FOR SERVICE
MURDERER BLEW HEAD OFF
KILLING OF AMERICANS
to
the fixing of the bail," District At
TRUST
TO PROBE SUGAR
AS MURDER ,
Stockton," Calif., May 9 While Mar
Fredericks said. "The admis
totorney
9.
The
house
May
Washington,
garet Martinez, a
Spanish
ot
bail is what we object to. The
sion
day formally adopted the Hardwlck
9. Characteriz
girl of whom he was insanely jealous, f Charles IDuffy last night was
Washington,
bail applies to charges; the
May
of
fixing
of
the
an
for
resolution
investigation
was playing a piano late yesterday af- f summoned back to Mexico by
ing the killing of Americans In El admitting to ball to individuals If
company
Amerlcann
Refining
Sugar
ternoon for his entertainment, Paul f General Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
Paso and Douglas as "murders," Sen- the court makes any order, it might
and other sugar cocerns.
ln whose army he holds a com- ator Stone of Missouri, today made as well be one permitting the defenM'ller, a miner, aged 43, fired two
shots into ''her back, killing her In- f mission as captain. He left today f
a second speech of protest against the dant to go on his own recognizance."
for El Paso. It Is evident that.-- f HERMOSILLO MENACED
stantly. Rushing into an adjoining
Inactivity of the United States in the
After some argument Judge Bord
1st
gathering
room, Miller threw himself on a bed, f General Madero
protection of Its citizens along the well disallowed the application, addMexican border. He appealed to the ing that he did so without prejudice
placed a stick of dynamite in his f about him all hisv most trust- f
BY YAQUI INDIANS committee on
soldiers
officers
and1
for
f
an
lit
blew
f
worthy
attached fuse and
mouth,
foreign relations to take and that It could be fenelwed later.
the supreme struggle of the cam- bis head into fragments.
up his resolution, providing for the McNamara was not fri court.
f paign. Duffy returned from the CAPITAL OF SONORA MAY BE AT- protection of Americans.
f scene of war about three weeks
Senator Stone declared that the
TACKED ANY TIME BY BLOODFREE LIST BILL PASSES.
ago and had been recuperating
f
United
States government should be APPPEAL FOR FUNDS ISSUED
Washington, May 9. Nine hours of f from Injuries, which were re-THIRSTY BAND
Washington, May 9. The American
concerned more for the welfare ol
continuous pounding at the hands of
Vor
Federation
of Labor today Issued an
ceived when his horse fell down
its' own people than
the sensitivethe republican minority of the house f an embankment In an engage- - f
Douglas, Ariz., May 9. Hermosillo, ness of the Mexicans.
appeal for funds for the defense of the
of representtaives failed to make a
McNamara brothers in jail at Los Anf ment with the federals. One of- f capital of the state of Sonora, Is surchange in the first democratic . tariff
rounded by several hundred Yaqul Inthe hardest fighters in the InDAUGHTERS IN SESSION
geles for dynamiting. The executive
bill that placing on the free list agridians, according to a report received
surgent ranks, Duffy rapidly won
f
Baltimore, Md., May 9. The twen council of the federation will receive
cultural implements, meats and many f promotion. He Is regarded by f here today by courier. The Indians
tieth annual meeting of the General the funds and distribute them. If
oihfr articles. The bill passed the f General Madiero as one of his f are said to have held up a Southern Society of the Daughters of the Revo necessary, it is tetated, the cases will
house last night by a vote of 236 to 4- - best men.
..
Paciflo train and taken 500 rifles and lution began here today and will con- be taken to the 'highest court of the
:
100.
--f
V
a big supply of ammunition.'
'
v.
tinue until Friday.
,,
country.
Washington,
obing of technical parliamentary
stacles Senator Borah of Idaho late
yesterday succeeded in having the
senate consider the house joint resolution to amend the constitution to
provide for the election of senators
by direct vote of the people. The ef
fect is to make the resolution the
unfinished business and give It pre
ference.
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VETS OF CHICAGO
PLAN MAMMOTH
PARADE
PREPARATIONS UNDER WAY FOR
FITTING

CELEBRAION
MEMORIAL DAY

OF

Chicago, May 9. The war spirit of
'61 was rouged by the prospect ot G.
A. R. veterans marching as a minor
section of a work horse parade In
Chicago. The date chosen by a horse

.

Chicago attorney who is accepted authority on fraternal affairs in arguing
a case involving this point, said. "It
Is a popular fallacy that an insurance
company or a fraternal benefit ass
elation whose claims for benefits have
been properly paid and show as on
hand a substantial surplus is either
in flourishing condition financially or
is i in such condition that there is
no immediate necessity for readjust
ment of its rates of contribution.
Those who entertain this idea make
an error as to ,the assets and liabilities. They may go on paying cur
rent claims and having a surplus ac
cumulation but reach a condition of
hopeless insolvency The liabilities as
reported do not include the difference
between the future promises of mem
bers to pay and the actual outstand
lng obligations for insurance. In one
case a society with $375,000,000 of
promises had as assets about $2,000,'
000 in cash and future promises of
the members worth $58,700,000 If
the society had been called. upon to
pays its liabilities the deficiency would
The reason
have been $63,000,000.
was that the rates collected were Inadequate to produce a fund which
with interest accumulations "would
tav the death benefits" The enact
ment, of the uniform bin in many
states during present sessions of the
legislatures promises to bring about
similar safeguards In all other states
for the reason that societies do busiall
ness In several and some in

dhow parade association was Memorial day for which day also unusual
preparations have been made this
year te stir the patriotism of citizens
who are eternally chasing dollars;
Arthur Meeker, president of the horse
association merely smiled In deriMon
when notified that the grand army
veterans were up in arms. A prominent soldier said: "To be made the
tall end) of a horse show on the semicentennial of Fort Sumter not only
Is a personal insult to surviving veterans but Is a desecration to a day set
apart for a specific purpose, a day
devoted to memorial services, to the
strewing of flowers on grave of our
fallen comrades. In a few years there
vill be no more old soldiers and citi
zens will not be bothered with these states.
Refused a Fortune .
H
disputes, but until then we shall
The refusal of a fortune has given
such a demonstration as the
'one proposed a disgrace to civiliza- novel post mortem fame to Nathan
tion and an insult" Whereupon reso- Thompson, one of the old members
lutions were adopted embodying these of the Illinois Bankers association
Chisentiments!. Preparations for a me- which maintains headquarters in
died at
morial parade this year include all of cago. Thompson recently
the national guard organizations of KPIropfcetstown, Ills? leaving a snug
the city, federal troops from Fort fortune of nearly $100,000 which
Sheridan, and other military organi- might have been five times as large
zations to the number of 3,000. The If he had been willing, according to
work horses, if they parade, will not the story. Thompson was one of the
be out in such numbers and have pioneers in Whiteside county and
been denied, by the South Park com- made money at farming and then at
In an
missioners, the right to parade in manufacturing and banking
to be all
Michigan avenue on Memorial day on amount which he believed
the grounds that the G A. R. first one man should have. Then he was
notified some years ago that a relahad permission.
tive in Michigan had died leaving
Swear By Uniform Bill
several million dollars to a small
The ardent support of the uniform number of heirs, and asking him to
bill to safeguard fraternal insurance come
immediately and claim his share
by oint committees ot the federation which was several hundred thousand,
of societies with headquarters in Chi- but he did not even have enough Incago was vividly explained by figures terest in the matter to go to Michigan
concerning the fraternals embodied but merely scrawled a note in reply:
In. the annual report ot the Illinois
"Keeip it; I have all I want."
insurance department.
This report
Crossing Accidents Reduced
showed that the societies doing busiDeath and injury due to country
7
ness In the elate have in force
road crossings of railroads have In
of Insurance throughout the
Indiana
been reduced nearly one-halcountry against which they have asto reports to the League
sets of $145,975,012. For years the according
For PuMic Safety, as result of the
fact that societies had anjy large
new signboard requirements of the
balances In their treasuries was pointrailroad commission. Instead
Indiana
ed to as assurance of their sound fin- of the old
"Stop, Look, Listen," or
ancial condition, the drain upon the
"Railroad Crossing; Look Out For
funds to pay death claims when the
s
announce
the Cars" the
age of the members' increased not beRailroad
letters
in
"Danger:
big
ing considered. George W. Miller, a
of
this
effect
The
change
Crossing."
has been the reduction of the num
ber killed at the country and grade
crossings from 162 in 1908 to 41 in
there are over
1910, notwithstanding
10,000 such crossings. In Massachusetts where many of the grades are
elevated there still remain 734 grade
crossings, upon which in 1908 some
49 jpersona wtere killed. The good re
of
suits of the definite warning
decided
that
'so
been
have
danger
s
are being replaced
the old
with the new ones by the mandatory
order of the railroad commission.
x
.
I s
If
Congressman W. J. Wood of the com
misaion said: "This useless and la
mentable crime and condition of kill
ing people on highways and on the
railroad tracks will go on with math
ematical certainty until shame shall
stimulate state pride to legislative
action." This one saving In lives, appraised merely at a monetary value
of $10,000 each, amounts to a sum
s
large enough to pay for
many times, but nevertheless some
of the railroads including the Penn
MR. C. J. SWANSON.
sylvania system whose general super"Twenty years ago I was taken sick intendent appeared in person to pro
with Typhoit and Malaria Fever, and
for a time was at the point of death. test, have opposed the change be
As soon as I turned' a little toward cause it involved an expenditure. In
the better my physician prescribed the effort to reduce the loss of life
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, and it
due to accidents one
was just what I needed to build me and property
of the most serious obstacles has
I
have
also
found
it
excellent
for
tip.
weak lungs and rheumatism.
I am been the complacency of the operatnear the age of seventy, and will al- ing officials of some of the big sysways continue to use it." C. J. Swan-so- tems. At one legislative hearing the
5140 Michigan ave., Chicago, 111.
representative of the Pennsylvania
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey lines declared that he knew better
rot only serves to keep the bodily than any railroad commission what
health at the highest notch of excel- was needed. It was pointed out to hlmi
lence, but in typhoid and malaria, esthat necessary steps had
pecially, when the bodily functions however,
are at their lowest ebb and death not been taken and the improvement
seems imminent, it is retained by the In question was adopted by compulstomach when other agents are re- sion, with a resulting great saving
jected, and as a food and stimulant to the life, limb and property which
sustains life until the crisis is passed.
While convalescing after fever it is represented a large addition to the
the greatest strength-give- r
and body earnings of the railroad company.
builder known to science. It is a
wonderful remedy in the prevention
"What this town needs most," said
. and cure of all lung, throat and stomach troubles, and all wasting and the eminent publicist, "Is a thorough
weakening conditions.
cleaning up, about a dozen new
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is the bridges and a first-clas- s
subway sys
only whiskey that was taxed by the tem."
Government as a medicine during
"You are mistaken," replied the
war.
the Spanish-America- n
Sold
BOTTLES average citizen. "What this town
IN SEALED
ONLY by all druggists, grocers and
dealers, or direct $1.00 a large bottle. needs most is a good
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Bocbeiter, K. V. pitcher." Chicago Record-Heralcon-eld-

$7,603,-8C2.CS-
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WORK TO START

Some News of Vital Interest
to Our Hen Customers

ON AZTEC DITCH

IN 30 DAYS
BIG

New Stocks of Smart Suits and Snappy, Stylish Shoes

IRRIGATION PROJECT FINALLY REACHES STAGE OF AC--;
TUAL CONSTRUCTION

Farmington, N. M., May 9. "Within
thirty days," says W. GoU Black, "we
will be throwing dirt on the Aztec
Irrigation company, ditch."
This big irrigation project takes
its heading at the present McEwen
community ditch headgate on the
Animas river, above Cedar Kill, it
crosses to the east side of the river
at Cedar Hill by flume, ust as does
the McEwen ditch, and then gradual
ly gains elevation as it comes down
the valley at about 25 feet to the mile..
When the ditch line reaches Aztec
ft Is about 350 feet above th river
and covers a fine body of 6,000 acres
of land betjween this town and the
San Juan river dividie. It then crosses
this divide, and as the San Juan
valley is several hundred foe; lower
than the Animas valley, the ditch line
rung back up the San Juan river a
Some 15,000
considerable distance.
acres of land are covered on this
slope by the ditch line. Above the
ditch line it is estimated that between 4,000 and 5,000 acres of land
can be watered by pumping from the
main canal. This makes a total acre
age reclaimable by the Aztec Irri
gation company canal of about ,23,000
acres, according to surveys made.
This Drolect has been under con
sideration several years. It was originally called the Eden, and thousands
of dollars have been spent in sur
veys that ran far back In the hills
east of Aztec. But in spite of every
effort to finance the project, nothing
was done, except make new surveys
in an endeavor to find a line that
would meet the approval of the engi
neers for capitalists. To the persistence of W. Goff Black and associates.
is due the credit of financing this ditch
and it will be good news to many
Intending homeseekers that they can
come here and make a home from a
virgin soil. The stockholders of the
Aztec Irrigation company are putting
into the ditch, says
their
Mr. Black, and there will be no bonds
for sale or any delay in getting stavt-

are
Our extensive sections devoted to the things that men need
respect.
exceptionally well stocked and complete in every
We call your attention to the large assortment of new suits cow on
trie
display. These garments are from leading makers and exhibit
ideas in Men's Clothes. Fashionably cut and beautitully
most
lined. Handsomely and carefully finished by only the most expert
tailors.
The fabrics are the latest approved by fashion and the large and
choice variety allows every man to agreeably meet his own particular
tastes and ideas.
te

Prices Range From $10.00 to $25 00

Popular Shoe Models
..

v

v

This
shoe assortment of ours is a perfect revel of nifty
footwear for men. Buy good shoes always for the sake of your feet.
A trial of our shoe department will convince you that there is no
better place to secure GOOD shoes.
te

,

''Crossett" Patent Leather Oxfords, new Rhino last, military
heels! per pair
$5.00
"Crossett" Gun Metal Oxford,
Whirlwind last, military heel,
the very latest
$4.50

f

Obviously light Is the one important

dwn-mone-

.

well-lighte- d

,

.

Qirjsi.

there are no dark spots and hung high
enough to give an even distribution
of light. In this way the city may be
brilliantly lighted for the same amount
of current formerly wasted in making
some streets light and accentuating
Aside from
the darkness of others.
the necessary street lamp's nearly all
the important cities of this country
are Installing ornamental systems ol
street lighting in the business districts. In some cases the city does
this work, in others the business men
bear the entire burden and now and
then they share the cost. These ornamental lights are usually Incandes-cents- ,
either supported on handsome
iron poles, from three or five lamps to
the pole, or strung in graceful archs
high above the streets.
Electric signs play no small part in
the illumination and beautificatlon of
a city. It is here that the variously
colored lamps come into their own
and lend unrivaled harmony and beauty to the nightly illumination of a
city. The design and unique features
of such electric signs are limited only
by the imagination and they vary all
the way from a tiny illuminated name
plate to great signs depicting all kinds
of figures many feet in size.
Red,
green, yellow, white, orange, blue and
various tinted and shaded lamps are
used in illuminated sign work. Asidt
from the Immense advertising value of
these signs they play no small part in
Illuminating the city street.
Store window lighting is another oft
en neglected problem of making the
street attractive. Beyond a dpubt the
window is tne Dest salesman, if pro)'
erly dressed and lighted, and this
light, flooding out into the street,
makes the business section doubly at
tractive. Automatic switches turn off
these window lights at ' any desired
time when the people begin to leave
the streets for home.

Best draught beer In the city.
the Lobby, of course.

a

'Douglas" Button Oxford in
Tan Calfskin, military heels,
newest last, per pair

$3.50

I86Z

GROSS, KELLY

&

CO.

( incoparated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
..

and Dealorm

.

BAIN

In

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES

-

$100 Reward $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there, is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
treatment
requires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to 'cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

'Douglas" two eyelet, Sailor
Tie, military heels, a very
$3.50
popular shoe, per pair

ESTABLISHED

Making Cities Beautiful By Night

factor in making a city attractive and
beautiful at night, yet how many cities
are there which are dark and fearsome
just as soon as the sun sinks behind
the western hills. Hojf many cities
ed.
where a few feeble liguts, strung ut
intervals in an irregular, waver;
long
The house fly must go, says a sol ing line, try in vain to dispel the
emn scientists.
darkness.
But that's the trouble with it.
The best lighted city is always the
It does go.
most attractive city; it is also the
It it didn't we could swat i- t- best advertised city and usually on?
,
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
cities. A
6 the most progressive
is al
thoroughfare
brilliantly lighted
the
ways crowded In the evening;
FOOD IN SERMONS
merchants do a rushing business while
Feed the Dominie Right and the Ser the dark streets are infested with
mons Are Brilliant.
such characters as detest the light. A
city is the safest city bean! cause it has been proven time and
A conscieutious,vhard-woi'kin"I am again that light is the best policeman.
successful clergyman writes:
glad to bear testimony to the pleasure Crooks, hikhwaymen, robbers and oth
and increased measure of efficiency er desperate characters ply their ne
and health that have come to me from farious craft best in the subtle and
foods as one of disguising shadows of night.
adopting Grape-Nut- s
The first fatep towards beautifying
my articles of diet.
"For several years I was much dis the city or town is to increase tlw
tressed during the early part of each number and brilliancy of the street
day by Indigestion. My breakfast lamps and to see that they are all
seemed to turn sour and failed to di- uniform in size and color and hung in
gest. After dinner the headache and regular lines. There are many differ
other symptoms following the break- ent colors of street lamps, varying
fast would wear away, only to return, from the orange-yelloof the old Incandescent type to the green light ot
however, next morning.
food, 1 the mercury arc lamp. The old type
"Having heard of Grape-Nut- s
1
lot open aro lamp gives a blue light
finally concluded to give It a trial.
s
Grape-Nutof
made my breakfasts
and the best luminous arc lamp gives
The a white light and some of the flaring
with cream, toast and Postum.
result was surprising In improved arc lamps give a yellow and a yellowhealth and total absence of the distress ish red light.
that had, for so long a time, followed
Any number of cities are still using
the antique forms ot arc and incanthe morning meal.
"My digestion became once more sat descent lamps which were installed
isfactory, the headaches ceased, and ten and fifteen years, but they never
the old feeling of energy returned. were very efficient and beautiful, anySince that time I have always had way, and since they were bought the
Grape-Nut- s
food on my breakfast lamp situation has improved almost
table.
beyond relief. Today we can get
"I was delighted to find also, that three times the light from incandeswhereas before I began to use Grape-Nut- s cent lamps for the same consumption
food I was quite nervous and be- of current than we could a few years
came easily wearied In the work of ago and a light that is white, like
preparing sermons and in study, a sunlight, and not a sickly yellow!
marked improvement In this respect Arc lamps have been improved during
resulted from the change in my diet. the past year or so until they rival
"I am convinced that Grape-Nut- s
the very sun, giving ten times the
food produced this result and helped amount of candle-powe- r
of the old arcs
me to a sturdy condition of mental for the same cost of current. It is a
distinct economy for any city or town
and physical strength.
"I have known of several persons to throw away such old lamps and
who were formerly troubled as I was, buy the new. The old horse cars are
and who have been helped as I. have just as good today as they ever were,
food, but no city would think of maintainbeen, by the use of Grape-Nut- s
on my recommendation." Name given ing a horse, car line in these days of
Battle Creek, advanced electricity. A "horse car'
by Postum Company,
Mich,
system of street lighting is just as
Read the little book, "The Road to much out of date.
No longer are the street lamps inWellvllle," In pkgs. "There's a
stalled by the "hit or miss" method.
Ever read the above letter? A new A competent illuminating engineef
one appears from time to time. They lays out the system and designates
are genuine, true, and full of human where every lamp should go to give
'.he liest results.
interest.
They are placed so
g
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VEHICLES --

WAGONS-RAC- INE

rLcS

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N.fcL
Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

But the Wind

No Noise

OVERLAND MODEL 51
WITH FORE

DOORS

"The HillClimber," the Car That Does
Things
J. E. ROQERS, Agent.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL IGE CO.
Phone MaJn 227,

If it may be termed a
sciencemust

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

include a means of
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective
buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest
use the
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take the selection of candidates for of
fice, for example, out of the hands of
small groups of men, of little coteries,
out of the hands of machines working
behind closed doors, and put it in the
hands of the people themselves again
by means of direct primaries and elections to which candidates of every sort
and degree may have free access. We
have begun to build up a new system
which to substitute public for priby
GOVERNOR
WOODROW
WILSON
WHAT
INVESTIGATIONS
HAVE
vate machinery.
SAYS PEOPLE ARE TO RULE
"We have determined, in the second
SHOWN ABOUT THE "DIRTY
UNDER NEW ERA
place, to give society command of its
LITTLE PEST
own economic life again by denying
Denver, May 9. Governor Woodrow to those who conduct the great modEdward Hatch, Jr., the writer ' of
Wilson of New Jersey was the prin ern operations of business the privacy the
is chairman of the
following,
cipal speaker at the banquet of the and Independence that used to belong "fly fighting
committee" of the
chamber of commerce last night. He properly enough to men who used only American Civic Association, which
their own capital and their Individual is
said in part:
chiefly responsible for the nationin business. We have set out al
energy
'The country is to be congratulated
campaign against the fly which
upon the fact that the atmosphere ot to make the processes 'of capital as is now being carried on. His commitpolitics has changed within the last open as the processes of politics. We tee has Issued many "tracts" against
few years, for & few years ago there are now going forward upon the prin- the flyi including, the pamphlet, "The
was danger that reform would be the ciple that those who make use of the House Fly at the Bar," and the leafsource of continual uneasiness, be- great modern accumulation of wealth, let, "Beware of the Dangerous House
cause it all seemed negative in char- gathered' together by the d ragnet pro- Fly," which also gives "Rules For
acter. Its object was to correct, to cess of the sale of stocks and bonds, Dealing With the Fly Nuisance."
shall be treated as public trustees;
"The land was corrupted by rearestrain, to punish. The talk was of that
shall be made responsib'e son of the swarm of flies," says the
they
comand
marauding corporations
great
for their business methods to the Book of
Exodus, referring to the
binations of wealth Intended to crush
the common man; of the abuse ot great communities, which are, in fact, plague of these insects In Esvpt The
working partners; that the hand common bouse fly has followed mantheir power by railroads; of rebates their
which makes correction shall easily kind since the dawn of
history. He
and secret rates and privileges given
reach them, and that a new principle lives only where man has made his
o the big shipper as against the small
of responsibility may be felt through- home. Though the sacred
writers
'one; of the monopolizing of the mar out their structure and
some appreciation of the pestiferhad
operation.
kets by gigantic trusts and combina"In the third p'ace, we have deter- ous nature of the fly, It Is only comtions. These things still trouble us, mined
to
our national re- paratively recently that we have
of course, and are etill In the back- sources at safeguard
every
point, realizing, as learned that he deserves the title of
ground of a great deal that we talk we do, that we have been too lavish "the most
dangerous , animal, on
about, and our motive in a great deal of them and have used them in
earth."
spend
that we do is still to correct tha thrift fashion. We now insist that our
r. Daniel D. Jackson, finding chat
abuses which have arisen by these resources do not consist
of for- flies, attracted by floating sewerage
merely
means, but happily the whole program ests and the
power of great streams in the slips, swarmed along the wa
has become less negative and more and the wealth that lies hidden in
the ter front, set a large number of traps
constructive. It is becoming evident mines or
In the productive at different polntt on the North and
merely
that we shall not be satisfied with powers of our varied soil, but Include East River shores in New York
merely prohibitive statutes and penal- also the lives and health of our work- Qlty, The captives, were found to
ties Imposed upon those who do not men, of our women and children. The carry thousands, of bacilli on their
'sufficiently regard the public Interest rights and health and
prosperity of legs and bodies. One which was
in the conduct of their business. We our
and working women caught in South street had more than
workingmen
see that what we are really after Is a and of our children we now
recognize 125,000 on him. By means of a map
reconstruction of our methods of
as being our chief national resource, which indicated the cases of typhoid
not only in the field of business, and we mean to
safeguard that re- and other diseases by black dots, he
but also in the field of politics. The source of all others
against the selfish- proved that the Increase In the num.
picture is very much enlarged before ness of private use and profit.
We ber of. these diseases was in direct
us, and we are seeking larger ends by shall take care of our forests and proportion to the number of flies.
Invigorating constructive means.
mines and water courses and soil; The vast majority of the cas3 were
"A great people cannot afford to be but, above all
things else, we shall In the parts of the city nearest the
merely on the defensive. It is not take care of our people.
poluted water front.
the genius of America to be satisfied
A thoroughgoing reform of the saul'
"In the fourth place, we have made
with safeguards and prohibitions. We up our minds to cut all privilege and tary conditions in the district affectare therefore looking ourselves over patronage cut of our fiscal legislation. ed, including the adoption of some
from top to bottom In order to find particularly out of that part of it System of sewerage disposal would,
of our statutes which affects the tariff. We have Doctor Jackson stated in tl'e report
what- - rearrangement
umi nranticea Is necessary in order come to
recognize in the tariff as It is ot nl Investigations, reduce the vearthat we may go forward in a happy now constructed not a system of favor- ly deaths of typhoid very considers!)
and effective life. We are going about itism, of privilege, too often granted iy, and other deaths from s?ven to
now to enact a thorough program of secretly and by subterfuge instead of two thousand, if germ Infected flits
popular reform, and we know, very
openly and frankly and legitimately were not permitted to contaminate
indefinitely the cbjects at which we
and we have determined to put an end the inllk supply. It te also estimated
tend to aim.
to the whole of the bad business, not that the t reform as recommended
"In the first place, we mean to open by hasty and drastic changes, but by would reduce the number of cases of
up all the processes ot our politics. the adoption of an entirely new prin Illness, from these cases about 50,000
We find that they have been too se- ciple by the reformation of the whole annually. As the result of iuvestlgaof
in
various
on
carried
parts
cret, too complicated, too roundabout; purpose of legislation of that kind. We tlona
that they have consisted too much ol mean that our tariff legislation hence- the world, confirmatory testimony by
authorities Is available, so that
under- forth
shall have as its object not pri- many
private conferences and secret
of disease by the
.transmission
the
of
control
legislation vate profit, but the general public destandings, of the
is no longer a mere theory, but is
but
fly
not
were
legislators,
who
men
by
velopment and benefit; that we shall a
truth that has been scientifically
stood outside and dictated, controlling make our fiscal laws not like those
In fact, a little move
lestalblished.
means
oftentimes by very questionable
who dole out favors, but like those
a
than
ago Dr. L. O. Howard
year
which they would not have dreamed who servo a nation.
of the United States Department of
bo
and
of allowing to become public,
"By the same token we mean to
Agriculture proposed the name of
' we nave determined that the whole
equalize as much as we can the bur
'typhoid fly" as a substitute for that
must
dens of taxation.
process must be altered that we
of house fly. '
"In brief, we mean by every proDr. G. N. Kober of Washington has
gressive measure suggested in such a estimated that the decrease in the
catalogue of purpose to throw open vital assets of the United States
the gates of opportunity to mankind.
through typhoid fever t more than
This was the original purpose of $350,000,000 annually. Although phy
America. This is the only thing ti sicians do not agree as to the prowhich Americans can devote themportion of responsibility for typed
selves with real confidence or enthu- iwhlch must be credited to flies, pol
siasm. This is the only purpose tha; luted water and infected milk, most
distinguishes us from the other na of them agree that flies are the cause
tions of the world. Our whole ideal of a very important part The people
of restoration, of rejuvenation, of jus of this country spent more than $10,- tice, wrought out in its working de- 000,000 annually for screens to protails. We mean to think of rights not tect themselves against flies and
as opportunities to be selfish, but as
The monetary cost to the
Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's obligations to be just. We shall con nation because of the fly, even with
ceive business not as a means of ob- out the infinitely more important conVegetable Compound.
taining, but as a means of serving, and sideration that should make each ot
Granite ville, Vt. "I was passing we shall treat politics not as a game us guard the health and life of- our
suffered
through the Change of Life and
nervousiicsa of advantage, but as a general, hope- selves and our families, forms an et
Strom
annoying ful, confident, conscientious readajust- - fective argument in favor of the exana 1
symptoms,
I
can truly say that ment of th interests of individuals termination of the fly pest.
For the fly plague need not be enand of classes to one another."
Com
dured as a visitation of Providence.
Vegetable
pound has proved
It may be 'stamped out by the sysworth mountains of
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
tematic adoption by individuals and
as
it
to
me,
gold
Waco, Tex., May 9. Waco gave a by the public of the method of cleanrestored my health
and strength. I hearty greeting today to the delegates liness. The fly is born in, lives and
ilnever forget to ten assembled from many cities and towns thrives
upon filth. If no filth is almy friends what
in the annual lowed to accumulate in a house or
JLvdia E. Pinkham's of Texas to take part
the Knights of its neighborhood, it will not be trouVegetable Compound has done for me state convention of
Columbus. After attending high mass bled by flies, for they do not ordincomplete
during this trying period,
much at the Church of the
restoration to health means so sufferAssumption the arily stray far from their breeding
to me that for the sake of other
in procession to places and their sources of food. In
marched
make
to
delegates
my
am
women
I
willing
ing
trouble public so you may publish Knlghta of Columbus hall, where the a thoroughly clean neighborhood they
Cn.vs. Barclay,
Mrs.
this letter."
gathering was formally opened at 10 cannot live In the face of 'screens
R.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
ills o'clock this morning. Features of the preventing their access to food and In
No other medicine for woman's
initial session were an address of
the absence 'of manure heaps and
and
d
has received such
endorsement. No other
bjy Mayor Mlstrot and a re- other receptacles for filth In which to
know of has such a record sponse by State Deputy E. C. Orrick deposit their eggs.
of curls aTlKis Lydia E. Pinkham's of Fort Worth, and addresses by A. The investigation by Dr. Jackson
Vegetable Compound.
has been Cu Perrier of Beaumont and several Into the relations existing between
For more than 30 years asitinflammaother members of the ordfer. The flies and sewerage, led to the formasuch
ills
woman's
curing
irreg- delegates held an executive session tion of a special committee of the
fibroid
tumors,
ulceration,
tion,
and nervous this afternoon, while the visiting American Civic association to urge
ularities, periodic pains
for
is
it
unequalled
and
prostration,
This
safelv through the ladies were entertained with an auto the extermination of the fly.
carrying women of
of
The
business
literathe
life.
about
ride
besides
city.
committee,
publishing
of
change
period
the convention wil conclude tomorrow1 ture on the subject, arranged for the
MPS. Plnkham, at Lynn, Ma
afternoon with tie election of officers manufacturing of the moving picture
InVttes all sick women to lawrite
- film entitled, "The Fly Pest," which
for advice. Her advice Ire for the ensuing year.
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has been shown In hundreds of mov
ing picture halls. Lantern elides, illustrating the same subject as the
film, are lent to responsible persons
who make application to the committee. A traveling exhibit, consisting
of photographs and placards, warning against the fly pest. Is also to be
had by locla organizations. The fly
fighting committee offers substantial
cash prizes for essays on "The House
Fly as a Carrier of Disease," written by children of the primary and
grammar school classes. A "white
list" of hotels and summer resorts
that take precautions against the fly
pest is also to be prepared, and Information in regard to it may be had
by wrltfng the chairman of the committee at the same address.
The methods of ridding a neighborhood of flies are comparatively simple, or would be to a fly fighter with
despotic pdwer over a community,
for to insure the success of this work,
Is absolutely essential.
A carelessly conducted stable
may
nullify the conscious efforts of a
whole neighborhood of fly fighters.
While the creation of a spirit which
shall bring home to each householder
bis responsibility
for maintaining
sanitary conditions on his premises is
necessary, the health officer is the
most effective single agent for carrying out this reform, for it is hia duty
to enforce against all such ordinances aa public opinion Is strong enough
to have enacted
PERFECT HEALTH $1.00
Physicians agree that an Improperly purified blood supply has everything to do with the general health
of the Individual. Unless you breathe
properly sufficient air is not taken
into the lungs to revitalize your
blocd to repair the bodily waste In a
proper manner.
The Rexall Shoulder Brace compels proper breathing in that it necessitates the wearer assuming a correct
position, thus assuring a sufficient
quantity of air being taken Into the
lungs to give new life to the blood.
This brace is light, cool, comfortable
doesn't interfere with the circulation, and the wearer is unconscious
of Its presence except as an Incdrrect
attitude is assumed.
Bearing the highest endorsement
of medical authorities, we can unhesitatingly recommend this brace to
those .who need such an appliance
with every assurance that it will do
all that is claimed for It,
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
in all sizes. Prices $1.00. Can oe
obtained only at our store The Rext,
all Store. B. G. Murphey.

STILL ANOTHER
SLAB ARTIST FOR.
MAROONS
THE LOCAL BASEBALL SITUATION
GROWS BRIGHTER ,WITH
EACH DAY

Another pitcher, who is believed to
possess class, has been added to the
.Maroons' firing suad. His name is
Ed. McRaynie and he hails from
Preacott, Ariz., where he twirled last
jsar with great success. McRaynie
will be given a tryout and if he makes
good, which he says he will do with
little trouble, will become a regular
member of the squad. McRaynie is
capable of placing faster ball than
that required by the New Mexico
league, but is compelled to remain
here on account of his wife's health.
At a meeting of the officers of the
btseball essociaticn Saturday afternoon it was, decided to assign the entire management of the players to
Manager Howard Simpkins and E. T.
Plowman. Both these men are rabid
fans and they know baseball from
A clear down to Z with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 0 thrown in for good
mea
sure. The plan of concentrating the
management instead of spreading It
through the whole board of directors
was deemed a good one.
The big games with the Jans on
May 16 and 17 are expected to be
a source of delight to the fans as
they will give the enthusiasts a
chance to get a line-uon the ability of the Maroons. The team will not
be at its full strength on those dates
but it wjll be in classy form for early
season playing. Weak spots detected
in the Jap game will be remedied
'
promptly
According to present plans tha Maroons will play their first
game a week from next Sunday when
they will go to Santa Fe to stack up
against the strong aggregation repre
senting the Ancient Burg.. Negotiations for the game are now under
way. The Santa Fe team will be
brought here in the near future and
baseball for 1911 w,!ll be under way
in full blast.

"The Best in the World"
As the bride led her friends into her
cool, spotless kitchen, they broke into a
chorus of approval.

" Well, I am proud of it," she said, "and proudest of
all of my stove. It's a New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e,
and I think they are the best in the world. They toast,
roast, broil and bake eaually well really to perfection

and the kitchen stays much cooler and cleaner than with any
other range. This stove cuts my kitchen work almost in half."
There is no wood or coal to carry for a New Perfection; no ashes to clean up. It is ready for use as soon
economical as well as
as lit ; out at a touch of the fingers
and
convenient
quick
MwU with
with
2 and 3
,

burners,

loot, turquoise blue enameled chionen,
HaMoraelr finished throughout. Jbi
2- - and
stove can be bed witb or
without cabinet top, which antied with

Oil'CooK-stov- e

drop thehrea, towel racks, etc
Deal 1 everywhere i or writ for do
acriptn ctrcuur to im mw
afr&cy
of tl

Continental Oil Company
Incorporated)

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

p

"20"
Flanders MODEL
FORE-DOO-

R

n

S800.00
O. fi. Detroit

I.
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney; trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to, try Fol-le- y
Lb Vegaa, New Mexico.
Kidney Remedy, and before taking It three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared tip, and I
am
so much better. I do not hesitate
RAILWAY'CONDUCTORS MEET
to recommend Foley Kidney RemJacksonville. Fla.. May 9. The thir edy." O. G. Soahefer and Red Cross
annual convention of the Drug Co.
"grand division" of the Order of Railway Conductors of America opened in
this city today with an attendance of
hnudreds of delegates from all parts
of the United States, Canada and Mex.
FDR LAS
A METROPOLITAN NEWSPAPER
VEGASj
ico. The railway men will be in session several weeks and much important business will be transacted. Grand
President A. B. Garretson called the
gathering to order. and announced the
'
appointment of various convention
THE OPTIC Installs Special Leased Wire, Carrying the
concommittees. While the railway
ductors are holding their sessions
there will also be held the annual convention of the Ladles' Auxiliary of the
order.

Winners- - Optic Classified Ads.
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A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP

SUFFERERS AND MEN WHOSE
HAIR

ISTHlNNINtf

Dandruff now bald later. The same
is true of scalp diseases. In fact
baldness is a scalp disease. The trouble with the greasy salves and lotions,
dandruff and scalp
the
cures you have tried so far Is
that they don't do anything but temporarily relieve the itching and cake
the dandruff so it doesn't fall until
its dried out again. Nothing can cure
really cure such troubles but a real
scalp medicine that will kill the germs
causing dandruff and scalp disease.
Learning from leading fellow druggists
throughout America that they
had found a whirlwind cure for dandruff, eczema and all diseases of the
skin and sca'p the O. G. Schaefer drug
store in proving to the laboratories
compounding the treatment that it Is
the' most prominent drug store in this
city secured the agency for the remedy. This remedy is ZEMO, the
clean, liquid preparation that kills
the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP
to wash the scalp or skin clear and
e'ean off the dandruff or scale and by
its antiseptic qualities soothe and
heal.
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
everywhere and in East Tjm Vo?; hr
0. G. Schaefor
-

Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You will find Chamberlain's Linlmr A wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of
its merit. Try it For sale by all
druggists.

With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have confidence in Las Vegas and its future and are
We hope that inwilling to take a chance.
creased circulation and increased business will
justify our plunge.
Every public spirited
citizen in this city and every resident of Northeastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to

v

TheO MLY
It costs but fifteen cents a week to have the
paper delivered to your door every evening
except Sunday. By mail THE DAILY OPTIC
is $6.00 a year
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AND GET

IN THE GAME

-
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fulness is afforded in the annals of
u warfare
among ' other nations.' 1 In
war
1879
the
ESTABLISHED
of, 1812 the American volun-- 1
beer, the. untrained but unerring riflemen of Kentucky and .Teuneasee,
PUBLISHED BT. ,
( y
humbled the' pride of General , Pakj
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO."
enham's army composed of ,IB
(lIIX)KPOKTD)
of British arms, all seasoned ..veter
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR ans fresh from their victory
yr'tr
Napoleon at Waterloo. The'' reoord
of the American navy shines with
still giater 'lustre. England had
been admittedly mistress of the seas
TERMS'
fop generations and was at the zenith
DAILY BY CARRIER
of her power In 1812. France, Spain
05 and Holland, the best maritime powPer Copy
15
One Weels...
ers of Europe, had successively bowed
65
One Month
to
the supremacy of England's navy,
One Year
..$7.50
but ' American privateers,
hastily
(DAILY BY MAIL and
armed
built
and
inadequately
One Year
'......$6.00
beat England's best warSix Months
3.00 manned,
ships, twice their size and far super-fo- r
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
in numbers of men and weight of
metal.
GROWER
One Year
The nearest th!a country has come
$2.00
Six Months
1.00 to a humiliating display of military
uuprepareduess was in the war with
(Cash In Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
Spain when the weakness of our hoscaused more men to die
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT pital service
of typhoid fever in camp than were
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.
killed in battle. And yet we gave
time.
Subscribers desiring address chang- Spain a beautiful licking in Jig
ed please state both the old and the The war was fought and won more
new address.
expeditiously than any war In the
Remit by draft, check or money history of the world. True, Spain
power. But
order; If sent otherwise we will not was only a third-ratwas not
De responsible for loss.
States
United
also
the
true,
Specimen copies free on application forced to exert itself seriously. The
has accomplished
American
Advertisers
are guaranteed the moue in the army
in ten years
Philippines
largest daily 'and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northeastern than Spain did in four hundred, beNew Mexico.
ginning when Spanish arms were con.
sidered invincible in Europe.
Entered at the PoStoffice at East
The main fault with the critics,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- particularly foreigners, is that they
sion through the United States Mails
fail to take into, account the matchas second class matter.
less resourcefulness and initiative of
the American volunteer the man beTUESDAY, MAY 9, 1911.
hind the gun on land and sea. judged
'no such fightby every military test,
AMERICAN ARMS
was
ever
displayed as
efficiency
ing
that of the volunteers in our Civil
It is curious to observe the super- war. The secret of the superiority
ficial views expressed by
those of
of American arms over
fact
that
in
efthe
every
lies
Europe
military experts regarding the
is a potential genAmerican
private
of
United
States
the
arm;.
ficiency
alert, full of InEvery now and then some foreign al eral,
equal to any emergency;
itiative,
leged eminent critic runs tie. gamut whereas the armies and navies of
of the scornful disparagement of our foreign powers are recruited from a
army organization and general state dull peasantry, mostly blockheads
of military unpreparednees.
Even an automatons with no wit or wil
own. A forcible example of
American, army men occasionally In- of their
this sort was furnished at the batdulge in this sort of unpatriotic de tle of Gravelotte when a regiment
preciation of their country's fighting of boasted German troops was an
were
of nihilated because Its officers
The latest instance
resources,
this kind emanating from a foreign killed and the men didn't know
source comes from Colonel Gaedke, enough to maneuver without orders

lie

gmhj (Dptix

fitf

.

e

d

o

tq be Germany's most
"
ISTAITGCKATION WAY
famous authority on military affair,.
In a recent article lie speaks in k
Whether the president shall be in
tone of supercilious contempt of the
the fourth of March or on
augurated
mobilization of United States troops the last
Thursday in April is a mat
along the Mexican border, which he ter of no especial importance to the
declares was due "principally to the country at large. It is of consequence,
ardent desire of the American gen- however, to those several thousand
eral officers to assemble once for all patriotic citizens who make it a point
to travel to Washington every four
an important body of troops to show
years for the privilege of seeing
how far the United States is from Pennsylvania avenue draped in gala
really knowing what a preparation attire, and for the chance to stand
for war means." And then he goes shivering In the snow In front of the
while a figure In the dim dispa to eay that our generals "made a capltol
the' portico reads a long
on
tance
somewhat naive expose of their inaddress which they can't
inaugural
competence." He dismisses the sub- hear.
ject "With this sweeping assertion:
So it Is presumed there will be no
"Compared with the armed forces of, violent opposition if congress should
Europe, or even of Japan, the United submit a constitutional amendment
States does not possess any army in to change the date of the inauguration to a more agreeable season.
the full sense of the term. All that
It was
by accident that March
the government at Washington can 4 was hit only
on as the date of trying out
put In the field is a collection of dis- the new government in America. In
jointed fragments of troops of the September, 1788, when the necessary
or number of states had ratified the new
various arms, without unity
Concohesion. Thte feeble troops of the constitution, the Continental
had to provide for putting
gress
United States would be absolutely
things in operation. So it voted that
of protecting the Bliores of on the first Wednesday in January
the Pacific in the event of a war presidential electors should be ap
with. Japan. Six months would prob- pointed In the several states; that on
in February th
ably elapse before tbe United States the first Wednesday
electors should choose a president,
could collect In California anything
and that on the first Wednesday in
with the semblance of an army in March
"proceedings under the said
number, organization or training."
constitution' should begin.
A severe Indictment, to be sure,
It happened that the first Wednes
but its very vehemence suggests the day in March was the fourth. The
of the house shows that con
suspicion that this German military journal
assembled on that day. But the
gress
comin
a
la
grouch,
nursing
publicist
members were slow to arrive, a
mon with others of his kind, because
quorum was not 'being obtained to
the United States is not groaning count the electoral vote until April,
under the burden of a huge military and it was not until April 30 that
armament like bis own country. As Washington was inaugurated.
a matter of fact, these critics at The question then arose as to the
date on which the terms of the feder
home and abroad have failed to profit al officials should
expire, and in 1790
by the lessons of history. They over- congress appointed a joint commitlook the fact that from the war of tee to report on the matter. This com"
the resolution to the present time mlttee reported that "the terms for
the American "army has proved fully Svhich the president,
senate and house of representatives
equal $o every emergency, discharg- of the United States were respectively
ing witii unsurpassed ability every chosen, did according to the consti
task Imposed upon it. The minute tution, commence on the fourth of
men of the infant colonies routed March, 1789." Congress agreed, and
the seasoned British grenadiers In the government has been running on
'
their first encounter and the raw that basis ever sides.
"troops of the dmmortal Washington ( A federal statute of 1845 provided
whipped England to a standstill when a uniform day for choosing the elec
that country was the leading military tors, on, "the JTuesdayHeit after the
nation of Europe. NoV sucb iexaapie first Monday In November In every
of fighting efficiency and resource fourth year." Another statute could
who is claimed

.

T

'

But inauguration
change this date.
been
once
established on
having
dy,
March 4, because of the constitutionterm for
al provision for a four-yea- r
the president, cannot be changed
without an amendment to the consti
JlKk
tution. Vv
The lastpffAnritUjS. sreat improve
ment, climaicaBji Ion! the fourth of
while
March in WashinlJbn'. But
congress is about it, why doeen t it
pick a date in the middle of May,
when Washington Is decked In Its
loveliest foliage, and when the wood
ed hanks of the Potomac on the trip
to Mount Vernon, are a wonder and a
delight?
.

ABSORBLETS
student In a medical college, says
.was learning the use ol the
ophthalmoscope. He was told to ex
amine a man's eye and report upon
the condition of it. The doctor-to- e
adjusted the instrument, and looked
long and searchingly into the subject's
left optic.
"Most remarkable!" he ejaculated
with a surprised look. Readjusting ths
ophthalmoscope, he again carefully
scrutinized the eye.
"Very extraordinary Indeed," he ex
claimed. "I never heard of such an
eye. This must be some new disease.
Have you ever had an expert's opinion
on it?"
"Once," was the laconic reply. "Tha
man who put it in Bald It was a fine
bit of glass "
A

Tit-Bit- s,

,

.

Veering trotted blithely to business.
He had arisen before daylight and
worked two hours at clearing up the

yard around his house. The thought
of the pleasant surprise awaiting his
wife brought forth' a chuckle.
At luncheon Mrs Veering remarked :
"That man did his work remarkably

'.TODAY'S COMMERCIAL
t
Any one can
i

now become a star
league player by studying baseball by
maiL Our new correspondence course
gives full and complete instruction in
all tbe intricate plays of the game,
says the Chicago Post. Having mus
tered the signals and responses, all
you need to do Is to get a uniform
and apply for a position at the
grounds. As an example of the thor
oughness of the system, we reproduce
a few of tbe Instructions:
With three men on bases, the score
tied, and the best batsman at the
plate In the last half of the ninth In
nlng, with two men out and two
strikes on the batsman, the shortstop
will hold one hand on his left foot
and run backward 20 steps. The
catcher will take off his cap and
First
throw it Into the grandstand.
baseman crosses, diamond slowly ani
returns to his post by way of center
field. Captain falls off bench. This
system of signalling tells to pitcher
to send up a slow outcurve.
batsman has
When a
r
and the
a
knocked
just
succeeded batsman Is also
the right fielder will sit on a cigar
sign on the fence, the second baseman scratch his ear with his right
hand and pull grass with his left, the
extra men on the bench will swing
their arms slowly in circles. This in
dicates to the pitcher that he is to
deliver a swift inshoot, which will be
struck by the batter and caught on
the fly by the shortstop, who will then
throw the ball to third, making a
double play.
The course, as will be seen, is sim
ple, Is printed in plain English, and
mav be learned during your spare
hours in the evening.
d

three-bagge-

well."

man?" gasped Veering.
"The man you engaged to clear
away the rubbish in the yard. He was
just finishing when I came down this
morning and I gave him $1." Metropolitan Magazine.
"W-wh-

"Many congratulations, Herr Zwen-gerl- !
I hear your wife presented you

with twins yesterday."
"Oh, no, it wasn't me. I was the
other Zwengerl!"
"Then I congratulate you very heartily." Fliegcnde Blaetter.
"Come, what's the use being bo pes
simistic? The country Isn't going to
th doss, yet.":
"That's all very true, but I've got
to hustle around and marry some woman with money, and, gee, how I
dread it." Chicago Record-Herald

"Now they claim that
body contains sulphur."

the human

"In what amount?"
"Oh in varying quantities."
"Well, that may account for some
pirls making hotter matches than others." Pittsburg Post.
WOMEN

ARE ENVIOUS

The woman who stands erect and
walks with the full, free, graceful
carriage which bespeaks perfect physical development, is usually envied
by her women friends. Unnecessarily so, because it is possible for the
average woman to overcome any
tendency to become stooped shouldered or flat chested, if they will but
go about It In the proper manner.
Rexall Shoulder Braces necessitate
a proper carriage, compel1, proper
breathing, and, by doing this compel
the natural healthful development of
the entire body. Are endorsed by the
highest medical authorities, who find
that in them are overcome the objections raised to most braces on the
market.
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
to fit all persons of either Bex. Can
be obtained only at our store The
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price $1.00.

4- -

BIG

FEET AND

BRAINS

.

Paris Just now is having a wave cf
interest in human feet, says the Chicaeo Tribune. Two scientists, Marie
and MacAuIiffe, recently advanced the
observation that the sanest type of
men had the biggest feet, while the
sanest tyne of women had the small
est feet. Which has started the boulevards to scanning the feet of pedes
'
trians.
Out of 10 normal men these sclen
tlsts have asserted that only 18 have
small feet, while of 100 insane men only
24 have large feet. These proportions
for women are almost exactly the re
verse. Out of 100 sane women only
23 have large feet, while of 100 Insane
women 18 have small feet. On the
the proposition the
male side of
American lone having looked upon
Lincoln as one of the sanest, sagest
probably will
of American statesmen
agree with the French scientists. But
in an age when so much foolishness
is standardized and conventional, it
is not an easy matter for the alienist
to decide just who is sane and who
isn't, or if insane, just how Insane
the subject is.
In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him eid he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in the yellow package alO. G.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Murphey.

J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in our own
household and know it is excellent."
For sale by all druggists.
Sick headache results from a disordered condition of the stomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
it. For sale by all druggists.

Foley Kidney Pills are a true

FIrch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
.o you. At the Lobby, of course.

medi-

cine. They are hea'ing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic. They act
and Red
quickly. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drug Co.
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AND; FINANCIAL NEWS

strong to 10 cent' higher Muttons
fed
$3.5004.30; lambs' $5.00'6.15;
re--i
wethers and yearlings $3.805.3o;
western ewes $3.504.10T

STOCK EXCHANGE,

WHEAT DECLINES
ON RAIN REPORTS

SHOWS STRENGTH

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, May 9. Cattle Receipts
CHICAGO BOARD
FOR 3,000. Market steady. Beeves 5.uu'g OPENING OF THE
DEMAND
FAIRLY
LARGE
west
TRADE
WEAK, WlTHjf (
OF
SHARES CAUSED PRICES
6.50; Texas s'eers $4.635.60;
TO RISE
PRICES LOWER
ern steers limtat.w; biockoib
,

The appearance
of a fairly large demand, chiefly from
professional traders, strengthened the
stock market today and after a pe
riod of Indecision early in the ses
sion, prices rose.
The movement, however, resulted in
only small gains and the bull leaders
were unable to command much of
United States Steel was
following.
absorbed freely and crossed 75 and
here were also fractional gains in
other recognized leaders. Speculation
increased some low priced stocks in
which there is a community of inter
est such as Erie and Southern Rail
way. These, together with American
Canning and Interborough Metropoli
tan ruled high and furnished a good
portion of the dealing.
The bond market was dull and
'
steady.
Closing sales were as follows:'
63
Amalgamated Copper
117
American Beet Sugar, bid
.110
Atchison
12Z
Great Northern, pfd
106
New York Central 5
125
Northern Pacific
154
Reading
114
Southern Pacific
177
Union Pacific
74
United States Steel
118
United States Steel, pfd
New York, May 9.

i
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feeders $4.005.50; colws and heifers
$2.405.65; calves $4.756.85.
Market
13,00.
Hogs Receipts
strong to 5 cents up. Lifght $5.90
6.25; mixed $3.856.20; heavy $5.70
o
6.05; rough $5.705.85; good
$5.75
choice heavy $5.856.05; pigs
6.15; bulk of sales $5.956.10.
Market
15,000.
Sheep Recepits
western
4.20;
$3.00
Native
strong.

$3.254.75;

yearlings'

$4.505.50:

native $4.256.40; western

lam

$5.00

6.50.

,rf

Chicago, Slay 9. Rains in the northwest, and a foroesat of more, served
to incline wheat prices downward today. Favorable European crop advices were against the bulls. The
opening here was weak and a shade
of a cent lower. July started
to
at 87 to 8888V4., And then receded to 87(&. The close was easy
with July 14 cents under last night.
Corn was firm but trade was limited.
July opened .'4 to4 of a cent off to
a shade advance, rallied to
The
and later fell back to
close was easy July showing a net
cent.
loss of
Oats followed wheat and corn. July
of a cent lowstarted unchanged to
rose
to 32.
32
and
er at
to32
Provision') were weak. The first
low-- r
sales were unchanged to 2
for
for
$8.15
with July at $15.05
pork;
lard and $8.05 for ribs.
The closing quotations were as follows:
Sept.
Wheat, July
. Oats,
Sept.
Corn, July
Pork,
July
July 31; Sept 31.
$15.02; Sept. $11.20. Lard, July $8.03;
Sept, $8.128.15. Ribs, July $7.95;
Sept. $7.87.

51i.j

OMAHA LIVE STOCK
Omaha, Neb. May 9. Cattle

Re-

cepits 5,500. Market steady to easier.
Native steers $5.006.10; cows and
heifers $3.005.85; western steers
$3.755.80; Texas steers $3.505.10;
range cows and heifers $3.004.90;
and
oanners $2.754.00; stockers
calves $4.00
feeders $3.505.50;
$6.50; bullB, stags, etc., $3.755.00.
Market 5
Hogs Receipts 10,000.
cents higher. Closed weak. . Heavy
$.5655.85; mixed $5.755.85; light
$5.855.90; pigs $5.005.75; bulk of
sales $5.755.85.
8,700. , Market
Sheep Receipts
steady. Yearlings $ 4.30 4.90; wethers
$4.004.60; ewes $3.404.40; lambs
...
$5.256.10.
.J
-

rir

51&.

ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Louis,
May 9. Wool';'

market
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Territory and 'western
KansaB City, May 9. Cattle Re- unchanged.
med'ums 1517; fine mediums 1315;
ceipts 10,000. Market steady. Native
steer3 $5.256.25; southern steers fine 1112.
$4.25
5.75; southern cows and heifers
NEW YORK METAL
$3 254.75; native cows and heifers
New
York.
May 9. Lead dull, $4.40
$3.006.00; stockers and feeders $4.73
4.50.
Standard copper, weak; spot
5.75; bulls $4.005.25; calves $4.C5
July $11.011.75. Sil
steers $4.755.85; $U.6011.70;
6.75; western
ver 53-- .
western cows $3.255.00.
Market
19,000.
Hogs Recepits
NEW YORK MONEY
Bulk of
strong to 5 cents higher.
sales $5.855.97; heavy $5.855.90;
New York, May 9. Call, money 2
2
packers and butchers $5.&55.97;
per cent; prime mercantile pa
.
lights $5.906.00.
per cent. Mexicaju dollars
per
Market 45 cents.
8,000
Sheep Receipts

34

St. Louis', May 9.

FOR.

GRADUATION

SPELTER
Spelter, steady

Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
sends but this warning to railroaders:
my
"A conductor on the railroad,
work caused a chronic Inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I commenced taking them, I began to
regain my strength. The inflammation cleared and I am far better than
I have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and 1 highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

tttfO'l Htr fit i

Hats for Boys
and Girls

Caps for Little
and Big Boys

A big showing of nobby hats
in Straw, and Cloth from
' 50c to
each

Sizes 6
to 7
They
come in Navy Blue, Browns
Tans and Grays
1--

$2-5-

4

1--

4

THE CHILDREN'S STORE
line of children's wear would mean to
Realizing what a new and
store
in
Las
we
East
our efforts tohave
concentrated
any
Vegas
'
ward securing the best to be had. Mothers having ques- - '
tions about Summer Clothes for the little ones will
readily find answers at "The Store
up-to-da-

te

of Quality"

A Full Run of

Sizes in

'

A New

Shipment of

Children's White
and Colored

Children's and and Baby's

Dresses

Pumps, Oxfords
and High

When you were a little girl did
you wear pretty dresses and have
your curls tied with ribbons to
match. If you did you will remember how proud you were of
that pretty frock and you will be
to get for your little girl such
soft and pretty dresses all ready to
put on her.

Shoes

Suede

Sizes

d

$1.00 to $6.50

35C

22

to $3.00 Per Pair

Underwear

QEach pair gives splendid
satisfaction. Ask to see the
misses' and boy's weights.

25c to 35c a

Patent

Ribbed

Stockings

PRESENTS'

Jand

baby's to 5 misses'
aurerent trom what
induing
others carry we admit, but then
these little things are what make
this store different from others.

Iron Clad

WATCHES

86.

86;
51.

Union Suits, Two Piece
Suits from a
rhii
to one of 16 years-medana tine grades carried rin
iudd

Pair

-1

AT

515-51-

The

7

,

5

TAUPERT'S

,

Store of Quality"

'

Railroad
eAvenue
"
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PLEA OF GUILTY SKYSCRAPER FOR BENIGNO ROMERO COMMENCEMENT

JjBjSripilonlst
'

'

Johnsoa of Clayton is here

whythe man on
ahomeverythinj
depends.
Our

a. J. Weru left thIs'.ftefnoon

iro Denver, where she will make
brief visit.
O p. Easterwood.
an attorney of
Dayton, is here on business before
me united States court.
Robert Cooper, of the
"mi or- Neel & Cooper, Santa Fe, was0
here today on his way to Mora.
T. T. McAulift of Raton Is amone
the men who are in town on business
before the United States court. Albert Denton, a farmer living near
Kbciada, was In the city today to attend the funeral of the late Charles

nver

MtutfUtofffor a moment

In prescription

filling. Every
leaving
our
tore is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel
safe
na sure if we fill
your
prescription.

Preoption

ENTERED BY If
1

.

USEOFBOSINESS

VIOLATED FOOD

'HI, EKLUND
JUDGE

ROBERTS

ASSESSES FINES

OF, $1,000 AND $500, .WHICH
ARE PAID

WOMEN

AND

HUGE STRUCTURE IN NEW YORK
WILL BE OCCUPIED EXCLUSIVELY BY FAIR SEX

Dip LW

MOID

shoe-shinin- g

ri

-

-

--

.
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DRAWS NEAR

HEAD OF WELL KNOWN MEDICINE
COMPANY FINED IN FEDER-

UNIVERSITY
AND HIGH
SCHOOL WILL GRADUATE
TWENTY STUDENTS

Commencement season with its Joya
and sorrows Is drawing near once
more. Before another month has flown
twenty young men and woms will
have received their diplomas and certificates which, will show they have
completed the required work ' of the
Las Vegas High School and the New
Mexico Normal University.
From the High School there will be
graauatea this year a class of sixy
At
uiemuers. ror me nrst time in several years there is an equal number
of boys and girs in the class. From
the Normal there will be graduated
sixteen students of which fifteen are
young women. The senior class last
Jyear was made up of ten young women.
Commencement week at the High
ONLY AT
School will begin Sunday, May 21,
when Rev. Edgar C. Anderson, pastor
of the First Methodist church, will
preach the baccalaureate sermon. On
Thursday evening, May 25, the senior
class will give its annual class play,
M. C. A., E.Las Vegas
The Strenuous Life,' In the Duncan Opposite". T.
house.
On
the
opera
following evening
the graduating program will be held
in the same building. Judge Clarence
Roberts will make the address to
i
the class.
At the Normal the events of com
mencement week will begin Sunday
May 28, when Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, president of the school, will
deliver the annual baccalaureate sermon to the senior class. Monday, May
6 lbs. Sulphat of Iron, to de29, will occur the graduation of the
25c
stroy Dandelions
Eighth grade. Tuesday evening tho
Men's Balbriggan underwear. . . 25c
senior class will put on Its class play
at the Duncan opera house. Wednes25c
4 Hair Nets.......
day evening the alumni dinner will be
25c
3 boxes 20 Mule Borax
served at the Castaneda hotel, and
25c
2
Bottle
Ammonia
Thursday evening the annual com25c
2 Bottles Cider Vinegar
mencement will occur. Rev. Father
William OTtyan, pastor of St. Leo's
parish, Denver, will be the .orator.
Governor William J. MUls will be
Special for Saturday
guest of honor on the last two days
Only 4 Cans Old
of commencemient week.
Dutch Cleanser
At noon on commencement day the
students of the domestic science dt
partment will serve a meal ln com
25c vale Decorated Crepe Paper 10c
petition for the prize offered by Presivalue Rope Manila Dusster 10c
25o
dent Roberts for the best cooked meal
Kaysar'a Chamosette Gloves.. . BOo
served for four persons. Mrs. ia
Kruse McFarlane of Denver Universi$1.00 Wooden Clothes Dryer. 48c
w-- d
ty, Governor William J. Mills
8nltry Hslr Rolls.,. 15c
Colonel , M. M. Padgett will be the
Be
3 doz. Clothes Pins
inJudges. There will be other guests
25c
Llms
of
Chloride
2 Mb. Cans
cluding members of the board of re
Maple Chopping Bowls........ 15c
gents and their wives and frienas. .
26c
10 lbs. Granite Grit
Those who will be graduated tnig
Con
25c
8 lbs. Oyster 8hell
year are: High School Leo W.
Webh, ume Aanj
25o
don, John S.
S lbs. Granulated Bones....
Mar
Burns, Frank W. Winters, Hilda
25c
Millet Food.
8lberlan
lbs.
8
gueritte Lewis, Ruth Heman Bcnioit.
25c
2
for
25e
Tablets,
Normal Nora Elizabeth Anaeraon,
25o
Eunice
Nellie
Vermicelli
Carlson,
3
Gustava
Alida
packages
10c
8 quart Milk Pans
Ellison, Anna Maybelle Goln, Frances
25c
Refugio
Aurora
Lice
Killer......
International
Louise Lowry,
60:
Anna Margaret McMahon, Cor
75o 8pray Pumps
ame,
l
Daisy
Kimball
Murray,
nelia
Helen Papen,' Joshua Dever Powers,
Nora Frances Trahey, Sylvia Maria
Vollmer, Ella Josephine Young.

Eastern Prices

For VJock End
ing May 13

THE

News- -

25c

Lu-cer-

5,

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

10

and 25c Store

WELLS-PARQ-

OPPOSITE THE
CO. OFPICE

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barBuilding job Woite.a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic. rels on the bar.
,

L

I

,,ssssssS1MSiSSSSMSSSWSSaSSSMSSSSSSMSMSS,

San Miguel National Bank

e,

oth-kidn-

J.

M. CUNNINGHAM, Praldeat,
PRANK SPRINQER, VIcePrMldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhlcr,

wt

Murplum

080,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Cleanses the System

effectually; Dispels
colds and Headaches,
due to constipation.
Best for men, women
and; children young
nd old.
get its Beneficial
effects, always note the
name of the

.

-

6--

of the$snuin

ROSENTHAL

Important

(

plainly printed on the,
front of every package

Will buy a Victor,
an Edison or a
Columbia Phonograph

NORMAL

AL COURT

Carl Eklund late yesterday after
New York, May 9. Plans are under
Benigno Romero of the Romero
noon pleaded guilty to two indict way here for the provisions of what Drug company this morning pleaded
ments charging him with conspiracy, probably will be the first and certain- - guilty to the first count of an indict
when arraigned before the United y will be the largest office building ment charging violation of the pure
in the world to be occupied exclusive- food and drug law. Upon recommenStates district court. On the second
ly by business women. Since the Idea dation of United States Attorney C.
indictment Eklund was made a Joint was first broached
by the projectors J. Leahy, Judge C. J. Roberts fined Mr.
defendant with Manning Halliday of a business bureau for women the Romero $50 and did not assess
WINTERS DRUG CO.
costc
After the pleadings had been made number of applications received for Mr. Leahy dropped the second count
Judge Clarence J. Roberts imposed space have multiplied so greatly that of the indictment which charged the
F. RudulDh.
Phone Waiu 3
serious consideration is now being use of certain materials in the manuMr. and' Mrs. E. J. Crawford of El sentence. On the first indictment Ek
to the Idea of securing the facture of medicine in
given
lund
was
fined
quantities pro$1,000 and on the sec
Paso. Tex., are . here for a visit to
Madison Square garden, the city's hibited by law. The
ond
was
be
fined
charge to which
No
$500.
costs
were
their son, C. E. J. Crawford of Schaef- assessed in either case. Eklund paid greatest amusement structure to be Mr. Romero pleaded guilty was the
ers drug store.
the fines immediately and walked remodeled for this purpose. The gar- shipping of medicine to other states
WAGON
HAS
Mrs. Mary Bearinger will leave this from
the court room with the assur den occupies an entire .block and is and territories contrary to regulations
evening for Detroit, Mich., where she ance that all the cases
held at $3,500,000 but the wealthy en of law. Mr. Leahy stated to tho court
against him
will be the guest of relatives and on the
SMALL-SIZE- D
docket of the court had been thusiasts behind this newest 'woman's that Mr. Romero had endeavored to
BOOK friends for several weeks.
disposed of. United States Attorney D. movement Insist that they will have obtain information in order to comply
no difficulty in filling a building of with the law,
Mrs. J. M. Cuninngham and daugn- - J. Leahy having dismissed
several
correspondence which
this
size providing they can obtain the Mr. Romero had shown him
otiher
Miss
ters,
actions
and
Miss
which
Helen
were
Cunningham
BIG ACREAGE BEING
awaiting
bearing out
PLANTED TO
necessary financial backing ' for its the statement.
Cunningham have returned from a trla.
The
indictments
CROPS IN VICINITY OF
two weeks' visit to Kansas City.
Eklund and George Snell
were erection or reconstruction. The new against Mr. Romero were returned at
TOWN
C. F .Remsberg of Raton was here charged with conspiracy to defraud building will contain offices for wo- - the last session of the grand
Jury.
This morning Attorneys McChesney
today havine bedn summoned to nnrva the government Snell waa convicted nen dootora, lawyers, real estate deal
Tha acreage devoted to. agriculture on the United States
at the last term of the court and ers, dressmakers, milliners, hairdress of Trinidad and Lucas of Las
grand Jury. Ho
Vegas
in the vicinity of Wagon Mound this was excused and returned
home this sentenced to pay a fine of $1,000 and ers, insurance agents, phtographers. moved a continuance in the case of
costs. Yesterday, when he withdrew publishers advertising
year will be double that of last sea- afternoon.
agents and the United States against Mack High-fil- l,
son, according to J. Frank Curns of A. J. C. Wells, forest ranger for the hia notice for an appeal, the other amusement managers beside studios
an action to cancel a patent. Judge
the Wagon Mound Trust and Savings San Geronlmo district, was in Las cases against him were dismissed. for women artists and musicians anJ Roberts overruled the motion and the
bank, who is here on business before Vegas today. Mr; Wells reports con The action taken yesterday has dis- neaaquarters for the hundred's of case will be tried at this term. Judge
the United States court. Beans will siaeraoie business as the result of posed of an Interesting series of land women s clubs and societies that Roberts said he must insist that cases
cases that have
been
be one of the principal crops while timber sales and the
before the flourish in different parts Of the city. be tried when they are set for trial.
renting of graz United States
A novel
court for some time.
oats and corn will be grown in con- ing privileges.
prqposal Is to include a hall He said that he was averse to the poUnited
States
where
those
with new articles of in- - licy of continuing cases unless some
Attorney
siderable quantities. The season thus
Leahy yes
Miss Mary McWhlrter, who has been
far has been entirely favorable and here for some time visiting her broth terday announced the withdrawal on erest to women can exhibit and de mighty good reasons were given for
run such action.
the farmers of Wagon Mound and er, Gilbert McWhlrter, who la ill, left the part of the government of the monstrate them. A restaurant
in the case of Henry Wilson, and managed by women will be a' feat- appeal
The case of John C. Waters, L. P.
are
on
vicinity
account yesterday for her home in Spokane,
feeling good
Voorhees
and Henry sre and it is even said that an appli King and others was continued foi
of the present prospects for a success- wasn. Mr. McWhlrter was able to Abraham
Smith. 'At the last session of the cation for the
ful season. ,.
privilege service. The men are charged with
accompany her to the train.
court the indictment
against the brs been received from an enterpris conspiracy. It was reported to the
Mr. Curns says the Wagon Mound
meoaore in. iuspe, rormeriy a spe- three men
for conspiracy was quash ing young woman. The only man who court that Donaclana Gonzales
Lumber and Milling company, which cial agent of the General Land office,
and
ed and the government served notice has thus far ventured to
apply for ad M. Garcia, charged under an indiot-men- t
was recently organized, has taken is In Las Vegas, as witness in a case
of appeal. Like the case of Snell and mission is one who,
with adultery, have intermarried.
presumably In a
over the retail business of the three pending before the United States
Eklund this action was in regard to spirit of levity, has asked for a cen- - The case was
dismissed.
dealers of the town and will supply court. Mr. Espe is now connected alleged
irregularities in the securing cession to collect the hairpins that Court adjourned this morning until
the local trade. The' machinery for with the Moulton-Esp- e
of
San
agency
of government land.
may be dropped ln the corridors and tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. The
' v
he company, which will be installed ta Fe.
In the
case
6f Chares W. B. I.ublic rooms. Hotels, clubs and apart- case of Valentin Baca, who is chargJohn L. ZImrAerman is here to spend Bryan of Union
in its new mill now. in process of concounty, the defendant ment houses exclusively for women ed with adultery, will likely be called
struction, is on the way from the fac- a few days' ''looking after business yesterday afternoon pleaded guilty to already are familiar institutions in for trial' then.
tory. It will be installed soon after affairs and vWifing with friends. M. the charge of perjury. He was fined New Tork, and with the addition of
its arrival and the mill will begin. Zimmerman has been working for f ev- - $500 and sentenced to six months in this great new office building the womoctbs on rthe survey of Bpi-- Jail by Judge Clarence J. Roberts. men of the city engaged ln commer GOOD RAIN MAKES
turning out lumber, sashes and doors
and other products In wholesale quan- pJillo c9mrroef will ah he baa the- On account of the fact that Bryan has cial pursuits will be entirely Independ
oiitract. He has completed over one- always borne a good reputation until ent of mere man.'1"tities.
f
MORA FARMERS HAPPY
Mr. Curns says seven new houses half of the survey of the valley nada. he became involved In the perjury'
Watching Wire War
of
chief
"B.
.Freemani.-oW.
Denver,
charges the 4ail sentence was ordered
have Just been completed in Wagon
Wall street is
with inter
the hydrofcraDhlC .". division of the suspended provided that the fine be est the evidences watching
Mound and the town is experiencing a
that crop up almost UNUSUAL ACTIVITY THIS SPRING
with
has
it
la
United States Geological survey,
understood,
paid. Bryan,
IN AND AROUND
daily of a silent but intense struggle
building boom. The new bank, which Jurisdiclion,f!vr'Montana, Idaho, Utah, made arrangements to pay at once.
seven
two
sysbetween
OCATE
months,
the
in
great
telegraph
been
operation
has
This morning the work of empanel
Mr. Colorado and 'New Mexico, arrived in
contest
tems
That
the
of
the
country.
i stransacting a good business.
last night, accompanied by ing the grand and' petit juries was has become more acute since the
In the
Curns is a natural booster and is one II. B. city of
Ocate,. N. M., May 9. A good rain
Albuquerque, a forest completed, vacancies on the panels Western Union passed from the bands which was
Waha,
.of the men who is making business
general over Mora county
service official. Messrs. Freeman and being filled from the special venires of the Gou'ds into the control of tha
made the farmers of
has
week
last
on
pick up at Wagon Mound.
of
drawn
order
Judge Bell
yesterday
Waha this morning maae a trip up
is indicated this and other sections of the county
Interests
telephone
Gallinas cany oil to inspect the flow of Roberts. The grand Jury was charg by the reports of extensions and du
happy. Prospects for a big crop yield
ed by Judge Roberta, who defined the
the Rio Gallinas.'
of wire lines in many direc were never better than this spring.
limits of the Fourth judicial district plciations
The latest development of this
The Vorenberg sawmill has started
BASEBALL SCORES;
to which the investigations of the Jury tions.
STOPPED THOSE PAINS
sort
heralded
from Texas where the to saw timber and railroad ties. The
is
RESULTS
YESYERDAY'S
told
and
to
Jurori
the
are
be
f
confined,
Cooper Hill,, Va. Mrs. Ida Conner,
to do their work secretely. Expedl Postal company has abrogated its mill Is located 15 miles west of Ocate.
of this place,, says, "For years, I had
use of the local lines It was visited last Saturday by Simon
tion was recommended by Judge Rob- agreement for
a pala ln my rignt side and 1 was
rival and is prepar Vorenberg, the owner, who was accom
controlled
its
by
comerts, who told the jury it should
National League
to string its own wires through panied by Charles Wood, of Cimarvery sick with womanly trouhless,
ing
or
labors
its
Saturday
by Friday
AffavYt ritrtnrn hut could- Ret plete
.
Philadelphia B; Brooklyn 0.
, out the state. In view of this situa ron, a
,..,,,
meu u...v...
t, a....
practical mill man and timber
wccrelief: I had given up all hope "l "u
Pitteburg 4; St Louis 2.
at
it
considerable
tion
significance
B?
expert.
of
the
foreman
jury
grand
appointed
. -t tnnv rrdu.
Boston 5; New York 4.
or ever kjihu
tached to the recent statements of N. Well shipped two carloads of hay
by the court.
in
side,
my
the
relieved
it
pain
and
President Vail of the telephone and last week, receiving the top market
two
on
serve
the
iwho
will
men
The
American League
and now I feel like a new person. It juries are as follows: Grand Jur- y- telegraph interests centered in the price for the product.
woSt Louis 4; Cleveland 3.
is a wonderful medicine." Many
Dr. Knotts, veterinary surgeon, is
B. Stapp, Las Vegas, fore Bell system on the subject of state
and dis- William
Boston 4; New York 0.
Roci-ada- ;
men are completely worn-ou- t
control and competition. "Effective, spending a few days here from Chico
Jose
Juan
Sr.,
Maestas,
man;
woman- ,
Detroit 8; Chicago 2.
couraged on account of some
A. H. West, East Las Vegas; aggressive competition and regulation Springs, making old horses new.
rane
uaruui, Arthur Ilfeld, East Las Vegas; Juan and control," said Mr. Vail, "are in
Are
you?
lv trouble.
Western League
thA woman's tonic. Its record shows Cardenas, Bueyros; Charles
Rosen consistent with each other and cannot
Best draught beer In the city, at
Denver 6; Topeka 5.
It will help you. Why wait? Try thal, East Las Vegas; J. E. Ches- - be had at the same time. If there is the Lobby, of course.
that
Lincoln' 6; Wichita 6.
i
it today. Ask your druggists about it. worth, Cimarron; Brigldo Gallegos, to be state control and regulation
St. Joseph 3; Omaha 1.
r
Cecilio
Btate
be
should
also
there
Aurora;
James
protection
Gray,
Rociada;
Ed
MAROONS TO PLAY BANKERS
a
to
Las
East
Vegas;
striving
corporation
protection
Rosenwald,
h Riaht Kind of Help?
w... ii
Fun for the fans will be furnished Knauer, Raton; A. L. Ratcliffe, Clay- to serve the whole community, some
you the
Foley Kidney Pills furnish
and
afternoon when the Maroons ton; E. Trujillo,. Cimarron; Ostabiano part of whose service must necessarily
neutralize
fight kind of help tothat cause back-ach- Sunday
meet
the Bankers team in a bat- Salas, Porvenir; Estaban Montano be unprofitable, from aggressive com
will
remove the poisons
t
and
nervousness,
Amusement
contest
at.
headache,
Ojitos Frios; H. P. Roseberry, Ra petition which' covers only that part
and bladder ailments." O. G. nark. Arrangements
for the game ton; Simon Bacharach, East Las Ve which is
Co.
profitable. Government con
Cross
Red
Drug
P haefer and
made today. - Charles Trumbull, gas; Sabino Padilla, Porvenir; big- - trol should protect the investor as well
Kle Hoke, Carlos Dunn, Lee Gerard mund Nahm, East Las Vegas; J. A. as the public. A public uutllity giving
Dunand other stars, including Jimmie
Papen, East Las vegas, ana ueorgv good service at fair rates should not
line A. Fleming, East Las Vegas.
bankers'
the
OapMrnlfmUh
can, jr., will play in
be subject to competition at unfair
will be given the
Petit Jury Frank A. Vigil, Raton; rates." Whether or not the head of
up. The bankers
0100,000.00
hatterv the Maroons possess to Justo Barela, Guadalupita; Antonio the big wire combination had in mind
class
La3
Arm!
in
Pablo
jo,
difference
Corazon;
Griego,
make up for any
ln penning these words the situation
"Swede Veeas: William H. Wlngard, Mount
that has now arisen, financial observ
hotPn the two teams.
from Santa Fe Dora: Juan Mares, Sr., Las Vegas; ers consider that they apply to it very
Ekberg arrived today
will work out with tne jviaroou. R. E. AUdredge, Springer; rearo in forcibly.
of the barri, Casa Grande; Canuto Ramirez
preparatory for the opening
be the Rociada; William Morland, Clayton;
will
TO CONTRACTORS
season. Regular practice
,
Armlio. Casa Grande: John
m
ftvm now until the close of the- PnWn fv
Sealed
proposals will be received up
get- Burrls, Clayton; H. S. Van Patten,
June 1st, 1911, for the
noon
of
season. The Maroons are rapidly
to
Root, East
ahane And the dope inaicaies East Las Vegas; Colbert
additional
of
erection
buildings in con
Ve
some great baseball Las Vegas; Pedro Quintana, Las
Sanitarium
St.
with
up
will
nection
Anthony's
put
they
ens: Tomas Wharrick, Las Vegas;
N. M. Plans and
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summer,
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Vegas,
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H
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Juan B. Luoero, Pecos; William
can be seen at the office
Boan. Raton; Tomas Barela, Peeos; specifications
all
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architect, East Las Ve
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la there anything
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Company, tne
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. TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY,
r- - a rational anu
1
1
all bids.
or
BROMO
Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
ouc,
the whole 01- - fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signs
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Read. The Optic. It carries the full
Md Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
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tlve apparatus,
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went, this afternoon
agon Mound on a hunting trio.
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The Dollar Race
him who earns most, but by him who
saves most. No matter what he makes the man
'aj"'
who spends all will always be poor.

Is not won

"by

Save Something

Every pay day, te it ever so little. Deposit it with
this bank, so the cash will earn something: for you.
Don't be ashamed of depositing small sums.
"Many a mickle makes muckje." ,.

'

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAHK

.ni.
'
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Sense of Humor Saves Him
Censure Because of His

From

IRISHMAN'S

WOMEN ARE ENVIOUS

Several years ago, while managing
the gas and electric property at Madison, Wis., I came in daily contact
with an Irishman by the name oi
Malaney who was then superintendent, says Henry L. Doherty. He bad
a keen appreciation of humor and wit
and was never so happy as wnen ne
could make you wonder whether he
was extremely foolish or extremely
witty. His bulls were often, and perhaps always, premeditated. I Uked to
Joke with him, although I generally
got the worst of it.
He had a persistent habit of work
ing on Sunday, and it seemed to me
that he always picked out a job of
trenching in front of some church or
eaualfy conspicuous place. While in
spirit he was one of the most loyal
and obedient employes I ever had, In
reality he did not know how to mind,
Whenever I spoke to him about his
Sunday work, he would always say:
"When the ox falls into the pit he
shall be taken out"
The whole difference was between
his opinion and mine as to what really
constituted an ox In a pit Finally I
had to give him orders that he was
never to work on Sunday without my
consent.
For several weeks there was no
cause for complaint
I was absent from the city for two
or three weeks and returned unex
pectedly on a Sunday. While out for
a drive I saw a ditch open in a side
street and guessed in a moment that
Malaney was at work there with some
of his men.
I drove down to the
ditch, and found him on his knees
trying to blow up a fire In a lead, kettle. He would not have seen me at
all If I had not spoken to him; but,
coming up immediately behind him, I
said: "Mr. Malaney, have I not told
you repeatedly that you must not
work on Sunday?"
He almost collided with my last
words by his ready response, which
was: "Ye did, ye did; but I forgot to
ask you whether you were a Jew or a
Gentile." The Sunday Magazine.

The woman, who stands erect and
walks with the full, free, graceful
carriage which bespeaks perfect phy
sical development, 1" usually envied
by her women friends. Unnecessarily so, because it is possible for the
average woman to overcome any
tendency to become stooped shouldered or flat chested, if they will but
go about it in the proper manner.
Rexall Shoulder Braces necessitate
proper carriage, compel proper
breathing, and, by doing this compel
the natural healthful development of
the entire body. Are endorsed by the
highest medical authorities, who find
that In them are overcome the objections raised to most braces on the
market.
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
to fit all persons of either sex. Can
be obtained only at our store The
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
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Meet in Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the

com-

Regular
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V
month. Visiting brotn.
i
era cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
conclave second TuesReg-L4ftul-

'

Brothers are cordially invited. G.
day in each month at Ma-H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
'
Dsonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
Condon, Secretary
Optlc'a Number, Main 2.
S.
Re
Boucher,
C: Chas. Tamme,
Murphey.
,
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesRATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
day evenings each month, at FraTISEMENTS
WOULD SHARE IN $100,000
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Insertion.
9.
The
each'
Los Angeles, May
legal pro
Five cents per line
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Brothers
Matll
of
cordially invited to attend.
Estimate tlx ordinary wordi to a
estate
the
to
settle
ceedings
convocation first Monday
B. F. McGuIre, President; E. C.
line. No ad to occupy less space than
da Walden, whodi-- d in this city about
in each month at Ma
Ward, Secretary..
two lines. All advertisements chargsonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
lears ago leaving no will and no
ed will be booked at space actually
m. J. A, Rutledge, H
known heirs, came up for a hearlnc
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
set. without regard to number or
n court today. The estate is valued
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
In
advance preferred
words. Cash
Ht $100,000. Before It is finally settled secretary.
in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Thursday
to
t will be necessary for the court
members are cor
building.
Visiting
(hear the claims of nearly 100 persona RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
W.
Invited.
R. Tipton, O.K.;
dially
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs
scattered all over the world. Among
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
fh
Masonic
co.v
Mrs.
of
a
is
Temple.
days
the claimants
eight
group
WANTED A first class seamstress.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; I.
sins, some living in Ireland and some
O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
In Missouri. Other alleged nieces,
1. Meets every
Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
grandnleces and grandnephews who
WANTED A good man with team,
their hall on Sixth street All visit721
street.
Main
Fourth
Phone
231,
have filed claims for a share in (be
to rent farm. Land already for
ing brethren cordially invited to at'
estate are residents of England, Scot
seed. Apply 1055 Sixth street.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz. N. G.; A
NOI
EL
LODGE
DORADO
1,
land and New Zealand.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS
Meets
In
WANTED A competent cook.
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
eveMonday
every
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. 111
quire Mrs. S. B. Davis, jr., 506 ColChildren Who Are Sickly
umbia,
ning in Castle hall.
Mothers rho value their own com
H I
fort and the welfare of their children,
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
should never be without a box of
invited.
cordially
Meets the second ami fourth FriMother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Chas. E. Llebsch-nler- .
days of each month in the W. O.
Children, for use throughut the seaFOR SALE Thoroughbred Jersey
Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
son. They break up colds, relieve
Commander. Harry
Christopher
fresh. 1023 Tilden avenue.
Clay, Venerable
Consul;. George
Martin, Keeper of
feverlshness, constipation, teething
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
One on Lloyd George.
Records and Seal
FOR SALE 5 room modern bouse,
disorders, headache and stomach trou
assistant deputy. Visiting NeighA joke on Lloyd George, the chan- bles. Used by mothers for 22 years,
two Iota on bill.
cellor of the exchequer, is going THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL. BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
bors are cordially invited.
round the London newspaper offices Sold
AMERICA
UNION
OF
acMeets
first
25c.
Don't
all
EGGS
by
FUGS.
drugstores,
single An arctic explorer recently ap
Thoroughbred
DKNTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
comb Rhode Island Reds from the proached him with a view to obtain cept any substitute. Sample mailed
Brotherhood
at
month
Fraternal
Olmsted
Allen
FREE.
S.
Address,
best laying strain In America. $2 ing treasury assistance for an expediF. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
per 15. Inquire rate for special tion he had planned. Lloyd George Le Roy, N. .
memGivens,
Visiting
Secretary.
DENTIST
mating. E. S. Lewis, Phone Main replied that the proper course for the
bers cordially invited.
' applicant to adopt was first to obtain
323.
Office
Pioneer
Building
BIDS
NOTICE FOR
help from outside bodies- - of citizens
Rooms 3 and 4
Office of the Adjutant General,
such as the stock exchange, and then
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD! NO.
FOR SALE Borne gentle driving and to
Office
Phone Main 57
Santa Fe, N. M., May 6, 1911.
apply, If necessary, to the govern
102 Meets every Monday night at
v
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to ment.
Main 413
Residence
Phone
this
received
at
be
will
Proposals
their hall in the Schmidt building,
1050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 DouThe explorer withdrew, but was office until 1:00 o'clock p. m.. May
west, of Fountain Square, at eight
glas Avenue.
quickly back In the cnancellor'a of 23rd, 1911, and tfien opened, for fur
DR. E. L, HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are corfice.
all material and labor and In
DENTIST
Fred
welcome.
nishing
presiPhillips,
dially
"Have
been
asked
successful?"
you
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred R. C.
stalling' on Territorial target range
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C, Suite 4, Crockett
white Wyandotte ergs, 1 for 15. In- Lloyd George.
Building.' Has phone
"near Laa Vegas' 1 15,000 gallon steel
Baily, Treasurer.
"Partly so," replied the explorer.
quire 812 Douglas Ave., Phone Veat office and residence.
"How much money tave you got tank, motor, pump, motor and pump
gas 15.
from the stock exchange?"
house and water distributing pipe. The J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
"Only 50," came the answer, "but
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-- reserves the right to reject
ATTORNEYS
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- with the prospect of a great deal Territory
or
in
of
month
the
or
all
bids
thereof.
the
any
vestry
any
day
part
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- more on conditions which require, Information furnished
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A, Hunker
upon applica
of the chancellor of
the
ords at The Optlo oftce.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
tion.
the exchequer."
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
A. S. .BROOKES,
"What are those conditions?"
cordially invited.
fOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Attorneys at Law
"There were two," said the trav- President; Charles Greenclay, SecAdjutant General
baby chicks, 14.00 per 100. Money Alar 'Tina mo c itiot tViav nrnn14 iwoIta
Las
New Mexico
Vegas
retary.
25.0110 if T tonk vnn with ma tn
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- It
50,000 If I left you
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medigie E. Stevens, Humboldt Kan., R 2. the pole, and
cine. They are hea'ing, strengthen
there."
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom It
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red nay concern that the following
may concern that the following de
Cross Drug Co.
Coal Train a Mile Long.
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarlto, N. M.
Mareelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N. M,
The longest loaded string of railFOR RENT Nicely furnished front road cars
ever pulled by one engine
One bay horse about 14
One small bay horse about
room for lady, with privilege of us- passed over the Virginia railroad beLOCAL TIME CARD
4
old.
years
old, 4 feet high, one white foot
years
tween Roanoke, Va., and Norfolk reing piano. 1024 Third street
Branded
Ktt both ears split
cently. It consisted of 120 steel coal
On
hip
right
f tfl
44
WE8T BOUND
feet long, and each
cars, each
On left hip
to
Said
loaded with 50 tons of coal. From
animal
unknown
this
being
Arrive
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
the cowcatcher of the engine to the
Said animal being unknown to this
No. 1
1:50 P. M, before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
GOVERNMENT FARMS FREE Offi rear of the caboose, the train meas No. 3
6:15
M,
A.
60
feet more than a mile long,
ured
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," de- and the value of the load was
'"said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ad
5:15 P. M
No. 7
$18,000.
scribes every acre in every county Before this ,record run a New York No. 9
6:35 P. M. by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
in the United ' States;
contains Central engine held the record, hav
by this Board for the benefit of the
Depart
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
township and section plats, rain- ing hauled a train of 108 loaded n No. 1
2:10 P. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
coal cars over the Pennsylvania
fall maps, land laws, how and where
6:20 A. M. First pub. A pril 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
No. 3
Albuquerque, N. M.
to get land without living on it ail division between Clearfield and Avis,
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11
5:40 P. M.
a distance of 103 miles. Still another No. 7
about irrigated farms and Indian
heavy run was recorded when the No. 9
,7:00 P. M.
reservation openings. Price 25 cents Virginia railroad hauled a train of
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint 107 such cars from Victoria to Semay concern that the following deEAST BOUND
Notice
is
given to whom 1'
a
of
distance
van's
Point,
Virginia,
w&s
Paul, Minnesota.
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concernhereby
that the following de
Arrive '
125 miles.
Louis Abeyta Isleta, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
No. 2
9:10 P.
One gray horse 7 years C Manuel A. Pena, Pajarlto, N. M.
No. 4
11:10 P.
t:
One small gray mare about
old, weight 750 lbs., 57 inches high.
Long New Zealand Tunnel.
A tunnel In course of construction No. 8 .'
rmm 6 or 7 years old.
,1:15 A. M.
Branded
LOST Gold brooch, conventionalized
h
1:45 P. M.
No. 10
connecting Christchurch with
On left hip
Branded
woolvine design set with 3 pearls,
on the New Zealand governOn right shoulder
Depart
Said animal being unknown to this
ment railways, is to be one of the
Return to this office.
claimed by owner on or
unless
Board,
2
M.
Said animal being unknown to thia
No.
P.
9:15
largest in the world. Compressed air
said date being 10 Board, unlese claimed by owner on or
11:20 P. M before May 20, 1911,
drills are being used, and when fin- No. 4
adbefore May 20, 1911, said date being 10
Warning to Railroad Men
1:25 A. M. days after last appearance of this Bold
ished, the bore will be 5 miles long. No. 8
said estray will be
vertisement,
after last appearance of this addays
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., Work was commenced in 1908, and No. 10
M.
J:10 P.
by this Board for the benefit of ths vertisement, said estray will be sold
sends out thia warning to railroaders: five years are allowed the contractfound.
owner
when
by this Board for the benefit of the
"A conductor on the railroad,
my ors in which to,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
complete their conowner when found.
Estray Advertisement
work caused a chronic inflammation struction. The tunnel
M.
will
N.
a
have
Albuquerque,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
15
feet It is may concern that the following de- First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
Albuquerque, N. M.
and all played out A friend, advised belgbt above rails of
14
feet wide at the scribed estray animal was taken up by
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day of horseshoe form,
I commenced taking them, I began to rail level. The ordinary section has a F. E. Ormsby, Willard, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
lining, which is of concrete,
One bay horse about 10 or
regain my strength. The Inflamma
Notice la hereby given to whom it
tion cleared and I am far better than faced with concrete blocks. The 11 years old, weighs about 750 lbs.,
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following deNotice is hereby given to whom It
I have been for twenty years. The borings are being made from both
in
star
800
White
with
was
lbs.
feet
taken
or
animal
scribed
by
up
estray
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing ends, and the rate of progress Is about
may concern that the following deC. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarlto, N. M.
forehead.
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
of the past and I highly recommend 12 feet per day.
8
One sorrei horse, about
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
Branded
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
One small sorrel horse.
years old.
On right shoulder
Its Kind.
Branded
Branded
'
Branded
I I
ID
"Why, the team in this town loses
JD
.
On right shoulder
On right hip
U
.
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of a game after game. The bunch on it
Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Cham- are as stupid as they make 'em. What
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
to
unknown
this
animal
Said
being
berlain's Cough Remedy in our own kind of a team is this nine?"
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
household and know it is excellent."
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
"Asinine."
i
For sale by all druggists.
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this a1
vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
Far Gone.
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of i.hr
disora
from
headache
results
Sick
Do you think it possible for a owner when found.
She
owner when found.
owner when found.
end
dered condition of the stomach,
two women at once?
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
can be cured by the use of Chamber- man to love
He Ah, darling, fifty at once if they
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuqnerque, N. M.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
were all like you.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11. First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, ll.
it. For sale by all druggists.
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is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

PRINTING

IS

All

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing". Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
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Miscellaneous

50-to-

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
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WHAT makes your name familiar and
it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other

l identifies

fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody
else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
,w v
wnen you are out.
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DENVER MAY LOSE

ITS MILITARY

Politics andi
Politicians.. 5
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LAS VEGAS

FHIS VICINITY has a din ate of unsurpassed healthfulneis with-Si- r
The primary campaign for the Ken
out extremes of heat or cold,
having nearly 800 days of
tucky governorship is now on In full
In
sunshine
the year. '
blast.
The water supply is abundant and
Of the 22 new members now sitting
pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
ST. LOUIS WILL BE MADE HEAD in the United States senate, nine
The annual rainfall amour u to nearly 19
have made their own fortunes.
Inches, average, occur
QUARTERS FOR THE WHOLE
Senator William E. Borah of Idaho
ring principally In July and AujusL
WEST
conducts a Bible class In one of the
The soil la highly fertile an! easy of
working, being generally
Presbyterian churches In the national
sandy loam especially retentive or moisture.
Denver, May 9. Army headquarters capital.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of
in Denver has received word of
anywhere else
The first republican club formed
where conditions are equally good.
bo made to boom President Taft for renomlna- to
sweeping
reorganization
InsuresCorrectPropcrCarriagc by the war
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and fordepartment which probably tion has Just been launched In New
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
Here ia a Shoulder Brace that will result in this city's losing Its Jersey
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
makes the correction of
present department headquarters. St. A special election Is to be held in
any inclinahere, a large area being under cultivation.
tion to round or
Louis
is
to
become
the
chief
the
Second district of Pennsylvania
stooping shoulders'
military
An irrigation system to cover
an easy matter.
many thousand arces surrounding
center of the United States, accord this month to choose a successor to
la now being constructed.
the
'
city
to
Cook.
war
ing
plans of the
department. the late Congressman Joel
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
The plan is part of a broad scheme
W E Monday, a former postmaster
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality is Quarried
of reorganlaztion. - Five divisions will of KnoxviUe, has been selected to
nearby.
be created. These will be the divi succeed
Hale aa re
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grax-in-g
for
sion
committeeman
national
of
the
New
at
publican
east,
headquarters
have been pronounced
for
large nymbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
be
by experts to
York; central, division headquarters Tennessee.
the solution of the shoulder
Is a profitable business.
brace diffraising
at St. Louis; western division, headJohn W Watson, who has a record
iculty.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
Being constructed
Forest,
of cloth and quarters at San Francisco. The divi- of more than fifteen years' service In
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
with no metal partsentirely
to bind or chafe, sion of Hawaii and Panama
announced
has
the
Florida
legislature,
and
the
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the
they do not give one that trussed-u- p sencity are open
the democratic
sation that accompanies the
of division of the Philippines. The 'pro- his candidacy for,
the year for health or pleasure seekers.
all
wearing
the usual brace, nor is it possible for them posed central division will embrace nomination for governor.
to interfere with the circulation.
For the first time In years all but
the present departments of the MisThe Rexall Brace mny be worn
by
f(w of the chairmanships of the
the
either sex and we have them in all sizes souri,
Lakes, the Colorado and
suitable for the cnild of four years or the Texas.
important committees of the house of
adult weighing three hundred
Information of the proposed reor representatives are now held by SWIPED EDIBLES
CARS FOR WOMEN
Your chest measurement is all pounds.
that is
of the army was not unex Southern democrats.
ganization
'
necessary to properly fit you.
hold
now
Eleven Scandinavians
We have the exclusive agency for this pected at headquarters in this city. "It
city.
s all along the line of economy," say seats in congress, two being senators.
OF RESEARCHERS
COMING IN VOGUE
the officers. "The proposed change Ten of them are republicans and all
will save the country $500,00 a year, of them are allied with the "progres
sive wing or their party.
E. G. MURPHEY
CLARE KOOGLER AND CARL EL- MERE MAN ONLY
mainly, in the purchasing departments
PERMITTED TO
United. States Senators Martin and
of
the
army."
LIS UP TO THEIR OLD
Rexall Store
IN
LOOK
AT
Carter
ONE END
and
Swanson
Representative
Should the plans of the war depart
TRICKS AGAIN
Glass and William Jones, who are af
OF COACH
ment be caried out Denver would, of
ter the senatorshtps in Virginia, will
Course, lose the department headquar
to pay about $3,000 each to enter
have
Clare Koogler and Carl Ellis "put
Chicago, May 9. Cara for women
ters, but; would, in the opinion of offl
democratic
stu- only!
the
on
teachers
the
one
primary.
over"
and
University of
cers here, surely be selected as a bri
Under the Crumpacker reapportion
of the Normal Botany classes
This is the very latest railway ingade headquarters. Under the propos ment bill there will be 72 additional dents
to
a
and it is said will soon
story
novation,
according
going
Saturday,
ed reorganization the several
divi
to the national convention the rounds in Normalville. The bo- be inaugurated on the Southern Pa-ci-c
delegates
sions would be subdivided into briof 1912. In 1908 there were 980 dele tanists in charge of Professor John
and possibly the Santa Fe over
gade districts and this city would be
M.
to the republican national con C. Baker and other teachers went to land trains.' ,
N.
Albuquerque,
gates
named as head of its district.
vention and 1.006 delegates to the the Hot Springs looking for specimensjj Mere man will be permitted to use
democratic national convention
of spring flowers. They took wita and occupy a portion of these cars
EFFECT OF ONE BOTTLE
It is expected that more than 1,000 them a bountiful lunch. Koogler and only. The principal compartment,
School 1911
Crandall, Tex. "After my last spell democratic leaders of the Dakotas, Ellis, the athletic heroes, were in the howevier, and the largest, will be a
of sickness," writes Mrs. Belle Teal Montana, Iowa, Idaho, Oregon, Wash same
locality on a hunting, expedition. parlor, luxuriously furnished, which
of this city, "I remained very ill, and ington, Minnesota and probably Mich
Bmarties," said one of will be devoted to the exclusive use
"Smartie,
the
' stayec7 in bed for eight weeks. I igan and Wisconsin will attend
the girls of the party, "you can't find of women passengers.
Six .Weeks, June 5 to
coference of the out
couldn't get up,' all this time, and big democratic
Already the Burlington route has
lunch this time. I'll bet you
July 14
has been called to can't."Be
which
came
Northwest,
to see me
tnougn my doctor
plaoed these cars In service between
here
and
said
Ellis
it
that
every day, he didn't do me any good. assemble in St Paul early next Koogler have been accused of some Chicago and St. Paul, while three
Offered:
I had taken but one bottle of Car- - month.
Principal Subjects
clever stunts in grub grabbing at weeks ago the Chicago- Great West
Senator Gronna of North Dakota is
ern
on
some- of Us
the
dui, when 1 was up, going everywhere,
adopted
plan
e
members of the class parties.
General History, English
and soon I was doing all my house one of the
The
innovation
trains.
has been
went
The
said
but
nimrods
nothing
work." Oardui helps when other med upper branch of congress. Equipped to the home
hastened by the constanty increasing
Literature, Physics,
James
Arnott
pfMrs.
icines have failed, because it contains with only a common school education where
Chemistry, Zoology,
they represented themselves' as patronage of "women traveling alone,
as a
Ingredients not found in any other he served bis apprenticeship
botanists and asked for the junch, and It Is nredlcted that within a com
Classics, (Modern
found
he
before
teacher
school
medicine. Pure, safe, reliable, gentle- - country
paratively short time the innovation
to acquire land in which had been left in Mrs. Arnott' will be adopted
Languages, Special Coura
acting Cardui 1b the ideal medicinal his opiportunity frontier
ly nearly every rail
ate
the
lunch,
and emerg- keeping. They got
of
road
ses for High School
importance.
any
tonic for weak, sick women. Try it. the undeveloped
dozen bananas, the same number of
ed as a prosperous banker and
It Is understood that both the Santa
1
Instructors, Vocal and
oranges, a cake and other delicacies Fe and
'
the Southern Pacific are alMusic.
Instrumental
drank a bottle of
TO HONOR CARDINAL
of Arkansas, who has after which they
South,
the proposition.
Jerry
New York, May 9 The Catholic succeeded William J. Browning, oi cream. They left an interesting note ready considering
in the cream bottle and hiked, after
Club of New York, has completed
New Jersey, as chief clerk of the na.
SIGNS OF OLD AGE
the basket in the old railroad
the
for
placing
reception
has
arrangements
tional houss of representatives,
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Store. Price $1.00. ""E. G. Murphey.
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California
AND THE

DIVISION

North-We- st
Los Angeles
San Diego

,

$50

5an Francisco
--

Round Trip Tickets will be on sale May
13. 14.

SHOULDER BRACES

19". with final limit

of

July

12,
31, 1911.

Passengers can be routed one way via Denver and
Salt Lake, at same rate

.

Tickets will be on sale May 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31, 1911,
for San Francisco, one way via Portland or Seattle,
with final limit of July 31, 1911

FARE $67.45

Price, $1.00

All tickets are first class, good for
both going
and returning, tickets are also sold for various side ride trips,
at greatly reduced rates, including the Grand Canyon of
Arizona, the World's greatest Wonder, for this side ride from
Williams, Arizona, it is
the round trip., Further information gladly given at the ticket office.
stop-ove-

rs

$6-5-

New flexico

D. L. BATCH ELOR, Agent.

Summer

SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE-- OPTIC

-

self-mad-

elab-6rat-

Associated
THE full day.

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
the paper.

J

UR orosrressive merchants advertise

in

its columns.

QEOPLE generally read the paper and why

1

shouldn't you.

THE

best asset a town can have is a live

events
INTERESTING week.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

are chronicled

COURAGE is a feature

The Optic, 15c
,

Mothers

of

six

its editorial

a Week by Carrier,

Per Year by Mail, $6.00

al

mates
ly given.

ANT Ads

Mc-Ca-

Are Best

H. T. Davis

.'
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f"'r

-

gists.

decent to print goes into

VERYTHINQ

e

the

First class work
and best
terials is my
motto. Esti-

Pressjreport is printed

IlO 11160

friend

one-hal-

Market Finders
'

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTHlMOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
of those who MIGHT BUY

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for), books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture', particles of usefulness of any
sort, andlmusical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

'

$

8

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
ts

I LOCAL NEWS

Our Special Sale

f

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

Onfiismark Preserves Consists of

Old

Crow sold

Cranberries

Raspberries
' Blackberries

Lunch every morning at
Buffet

Plums

THREE JARS FOR $1.00

The Store of Ike Davis
193

or Main

194

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE

m

HAVE- -

Choice Colorado

Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

1

'

DISCOUNT SALE

N

Children's Suits at Greenberger's

.Qf

.

FOR ONE WEEK, BEGIN

NING

PHONE MAIN 379

THURSDAY,
MAY 4

We will

offer for sale,
our new,
"Extragood" Children's
Knickerbocker Suits, at

aill

Try White Kitchen meals and be
Men of the congregation of the First
convinced that cooking at home is
LOST" AUTO PARTY
Baptist church will meet together Fritwenty-fiv- e
work. Meals
useless
day evening at a banqeut to be served
cents.
in the parlors of the church.
The
REACHES LAS VEGAS
Buy your Decoration Flowers direct affair has been arranged for by the
from the grower. Write for prices to pastor, Rev. O. P. Miles, and will serve
FROM DENVER,
412
Armacost, the Florist, Ocean Park as an opportunity for the men to be- DISTANCE
come better acquainted with each oth
California.
MILES, NEGOTIATED IN LESS
er and to learn to work more unitedly
THAN 24 HOURS
The Elks will meet tonight In reg- - lor the welfare of the church and
lar session. It Is expected the meet the cause of Christianity in general
Twenty-tw- o
hours and eighteen min
ing will be attended by a large num The viands served will be tempting
ber of the members of the lodge as and the men are looking forward to a utes in actual running time was ex
further action concerning the building lolly good time together. Several pended by District Attorney Charles
of a club house likely will be taken. short speeches will be made during the W. G. Ward, W. E. Gortner and J
evening by the Baptists.
Roof in driving Mr. Ward's new Ford
The board of directors of the Com
Adolfo Padllla is on his way to Las touring car from Denver to Las Ve
mercial club will meet at 8 o'clock
tonight In regular session In the club Vegas to Join the Maroons, according gas. The total distance was 412
rooms. Business of importance will to information received today by Man- miles. The machine suffered no mis
be transacted and all members are ager Howard Simpkins. Padilla has haps, every piece ofthe mechanism run
been playing baseball during the win- ning perfectly and the tires
urged to be present.
refusing to
ter with some fast California teams. puncture. The party left Denver Fri
People residing on Galllnas avenue Ho is in the best of condition to put aay arternoon at 3:30 a'clock and
have remonstrated to the city officials up the game of his life this summer. made the seventy-fou-r
miles to Colo
concerning a frame shack which is be- Last year Padilla made an enviable rado Springs in three hours and five
ing constructed of old boards and oth batting record in his games with the minutes.
er unsightly material. They also say Jlaioons and participated In eight conmiles from Colorado
lhe forty-si- x
the flue Is of tin and is so built that tests without an error. He can plav Springs to Pueblo were made In one
dangerous fire is likely to be started he infield or outfield and is a good hour and forty-si-x
minutes.
Pueblo
I
by It The persons who are building perfcrmer in the pitcher's box. The to Walsenburg, a distance of fifty-si- x
thA hftllRA nra 34.1(1 to hflVA pnmo Ti Ard fans will be glad to welcome Padilla miles, was covered in
three hours and
fmn?-r8h0rt tim8 ft8- nrteen minutes, while the distance
Citfl tack to Las Vegas.
,s maklnS an investiga- from that city to Trinidad which is
Marsha CeJes,
forty
miles, was made in two hours
"on.
and thirty minutes. Raton to SprinALL THE TEACHERS,
.
are-- snowing ths
ger via Colfax, fifty-fiv- e
The merchants
miles, was
Maroons.
At
in three hours. Springer to
negotiated
toward
proper sipirit
EXCEPT ONE, REMAIN Las Vegas via Sweetwater, 106
the request of member ot the basemiles,
was made in six hours and fifteen
consented
ball association they have
to close their stores at 3 o'clock on BOARD OF EDUCATION DECIDES minutes. The party arrived here1 last
evening. The machine made everpr
the afternoon of May 17, when the loON FORCE FOR TERM OF
hill on the road on the high
cals will Dlay the closing contest with
speed.
1011.12
The latter part of the trip was made
the Japs. It is expected this will ro-- l
Mirough heavy wind.
ult in an immense, crowd witnessing
emAll of the teachers at present
I
the game. It has been decided by the
association to play all Sunday games ployed in the city schools with the
at 3 o'clock and all week day games exception of Miss H. M. Hodgin, who
were
did not apply fof
at 4' p. m.
last 'night by the board
The funeral of Charles F. Rudulph of education at Its regular monthly
was held this afternoon, the cortege meeting. Superintendent Rufus' Meade
also
and his salary
leaving the residence on Eighth 'was
an increase
to
raised
$1,G00
year,
per
street at 3 o'clock and proceeding to
A great many of our men cusB. S. Hale" as
the Church of the Immaculate Concep- of $160. The salary of
tomers
fixed
school
was
send us their underwear
of
the
high
principal
tion, where services were conducted
at
$1,000 for the nine month's term.
and
A.
hosiery,
The
along with their
by Rev. Father
Rabeyrolle.
An increase of $5 per month was
linen. It is a good habit.
funeral was attended by a large numHelen Papen,
ber of friends, Including members of granted to Daisy Paine,
Annie Merrill, Minnie
the Las Vegas lodge of Elks to which Addle Merrill,
.
We wash these garments
Rebek
Mr. Rudulph had belonged for several Kohn, Marguerite Cavanaugb,
cleaner
and better than tlw
ah McKenzie, Cora Montague and
years. Many beautiful ' flowers and
can
work
be done elsewhere,
will
receive
and
Mary McGinn,
they
loral pieces were sent by friends.
and they are not worn so much.
The
next
$65
following
year.
We do not shrink them, even
teachers will remain under the old
woolen garments are returned
schedule, but will receive an advance
the same size as when sent us.
resoto
a
of $5 per month, according
We Iron tho garments nicely,
lution that passed the board several
make ordinary repairs free of
years ago: Rachael Ward, $50; Marie
charge and you have freBh,
Schaefer,' $55; Teresa Devine, $60;
clean, sweet
Bertha Papen, $55.
underwear ready
for each week's change.
The board fixed the tax levy for
school purposes at 12 mills of which
10 mills is for contingent expenses
Bundle "yours up with next
and 2 mills for interest. This is the
week's bundle.
same levy as has been in effect during the last year past.
Superintendent Rufus Meade and
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Principal B. S. Hale reported that
John Webb, Frank Winters. Leo ConPhone Main 81.
don, Audrey Burns, Hilda Lewis and
Ruth Schlott were eligible for graduation from the high school. Upon motion the board voted that they be
graduated. Considerable routine busi3 QUARTS FOR
ness was transacted by the board be
fore adjournment
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Vegas Roller Mills!
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Children's Straight Pant
Suits at

goods marked in
plain figures

.

J$r

yrRAGOop

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Phone Main

131

I

(Electric

r

-

'

ESTABLISHED 1870
.

Have Us Launder
Your Underwear

The

First National, Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HATXETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Onion

Sets

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience, We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

f

The lareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

CAKES

25c

WANTED
Parties in Las Vegas who would like

614 Lincoln Avenue

IT is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your

chicken house as well" as your own house if
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
ggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; presents Ch61era and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken
nouses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of
all kinds.
4.

.

H.

STEABHS
GROCER.

v

;

fa

&

?.

...

.

is the only way to make delicious,! crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast offyas you like it
3

:-

Cas Uegas Cigbt
vS Power
0v

riMiSWwMjJ til
The choicest line of

-R-

Give Perfect Satisfaction
Our cakes are made of the
best material, baked in a
Sanitary Way we make

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

VANILLA
COCOANUT
CHOCOLATE
CARAMEL

HAMMOCKS From $1.00 to $6.00

J. C. JOHNSEN

MADE RIGHT

to trade city property here for farm
land in Illinois or Texas. For further
information see
Harris Real Estate Co., 614 Lincoln
Avenue.

6; SON

ETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs. or Wore, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

'.

,

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs!
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
40c

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

NUT

PANSY PLANTS

LOAF NUT

Dozen, 3 Dozen for $1,00

Perry Onipn
...

Store thone Main

V2 AEGV3

462, MtaTRA

u'-'-

&
FnoB

ChUC

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

ANGEL FOOD AND

Just Jotsjand lots of them, the best ever

w v.

Haywar& Co. Store

.

SPICE

:r;;735c per
1A

.

Yellow

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Graaf

te

FREE! I

FREE!

I Las

MID-SEASO-

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

Roast veal and roast port White
Kitchen tonight Supper, 25 cents.

Packed in Full Quart Mason Jars

SPiSCfl AL

25 CENTS PER POUND

Roast veal and roast pork White
Kitchen tonight Supper 25 cents.

Apple Butter

Phone Main

o'clock

at Long

Mince Meat

Peaches

10

"",

FRESH LAWN GRASS
SEED JUST IN

over the bar at

Long's Buffet

"
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--
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wholesale
--

Every

Day-- at

BOUCHER'S
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AND RETAIL'
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Kindling
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The Coffee Man.
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